2007 NOTICE OF ANNUAL MEETING
AND PROXY STATEMENT

EARLY BIRD PRIZES*

ANNUAL MEETING PRIZES*

Vote your proxy by May 25, 2007

Vote your proxy so it is received by fax or mail on
June 21, 2006 or vote at the annual meeting

Grand Prize: 2 roundtrip mileage tickets on Alaska
Airlines

Grand Prize: 2 roundtrip mileage tickets on
Alaska Airlines

1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th

1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

$1,500
$1,000
$750
$500
$250
$100
$50

each for 3 winners
each for 2 winners
each for 2 winners
each for 2 winners
each for 4 winners
each for 6 winners
each for 8 winners

$1,000
$750
$500
$250
$100

each for 3 winners
each for 2 winners
each for 2 winners
each for 2 winners
each for 1 winner

*To encourage the return of your proxy and to emphasize the importance of voting on the shareholder resolutions, Sealaska is
only There are more first, second, third, and fourth place prizes for both the
increasing the number of cash prizes this year only.
early bird returns and the annual meeting prizes. The grand prizes of Alaska Airlines mileage tickets are also new this year.

ANNUAL MEETING DOOR PRIZES
There will be great prizes for those attending the annual meeting in Anchorage, AK on June 23, 2007, including those who
register and attend via webcast.
Prize Rules:
1. Except for the Annual Meeting door prizes, you do not have
to be present to win.
2. Board members, board slate nominees, officers, and managers of Sealaska Corporation, its subsidiaries, or Sealaska
Heritage Institute, and their spouses and minor children, are
not eligible for the annual meeting and Early Bird drawings,
or annual meeting prizes. Employees of Sealaska or its
affiliates are not eligible for annual meeting door prizes.
3. To be eligible for the Early Bird prizes, your proxy must
be received by the Independent Inspectors of Election and
Voting by May 25, 2007, at 4:30 p.m. Alaska Daylight Time.
Winners will be announced approximately June 1, 2006.
4. Cash prizes in excess of $600 will be reported to the IRS on
a 1099 form by Sealaska Corporation on or before January
31, 2008. All prize winners will be responsible for applicable state and federal taxes.

Dear Shareholder,
Please take the time to carefully review the information on this year’s proxy, and to vote for candidates for
the Sealaska Board of Directors and the three shareholder resolutions. The resolutions include issuing 100
new shares to descendants of original shareholders, to Elders 65 or older, and to Leftouts who were eligible
in 1971 but did not originally enroll. The Board has endorsed all three resolutions.
Voting is one of your most important rights as a shareholder, and I urge you to exercise your right to vote
in this election. Be sure to read all the information carefully, and if you have any questions, please call the
Vice President & Corporate Secretary at (907) 586-9249 or toll free at 1-877-586-8683.
Sealaska Corporation has sent one annual report to each shareholder household, followed by individual
proxy statements and proxy cards to each shareholder. If you would like additional copies of the annual report or have questions, please contact the Office of Corporate Communications at (907) 586-1512, or send
an email to electioninfo@sealaska.com.
As a result of amendments to the Alaska Corporations Code, you are able to vote by fax as well as by mail,
or in person if you attend the annual meeting. After reading the notice and proxy statement, please sign
and submit your proxy in the return envelope provided. If you prefer, you can fax your signed proxy card to
the Independent Inspectors of Election at (907) 789-7128. Be sure to fax both sides of your proxy.
Your strong support for your corporation is respectfully requested.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
SEALASKA CORPORATION

Albert M. Kookesh
Board Chair
Dated: April 30, 2007
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SEALASKA CORPORATION
NOTICE OF ANNUAL MEETING
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT THE 34th ANNUAL MEETING OF SHAREHOLDERS OF SEALSKA CORPORATION WILL BE HELD AT THE SHERATON ANCHORAGE HOTEL, 401 EAST 6TH AVENUE, ANCHORAGE,
ALASKA, ON SATURDAY, JUNE 23, 2007, AT 1:00 P.M. ALASKA DAYLIGHT TIME.
The purposes of this meeting are to:
■
■
■
■

Hear a report on Sealaska’s business operations and activities for the year ended December 31, 2006.
Elect four directors whose terms will expire at the annual meeting in 2010.
Vote on three shareholder resolutions.
Carry out any other business that may properly be brought up while the meeting is in session.

Although we do not know of any other business to be considered at the 2007 annual meeting, if any other business
is presented at the annual meeting, your signed proxy card gives authority to J. Tate London, Joseph Nelson, and
Marjorie Young to vote on such matters according to their best judgment.
Holders of the voting stock of record at 4:30 p.m., Alaska Daylight Time, on the Record Date, April 24, 2007, are
entitled to vote at the 2007 annual meeting. On that date, Sealaska had 1,575,276 outstanding shares of stock, and
1,527,600 of those were entitled to vote.
Please complete, sign, date and return the enclosed proxy in the postage-paid envelope as soon as possible to
ensure that your shares will be voted, even if you cannot attend the 2007 annual meeting in person.
Each shareholder who returns a valid proxy before the deadline, whether through electronic voting or the mail, or
by voting in person at the meeting, will receive a one-time payment of $50. To encourage the return of your proxy
and to emphasize the importance of voting on the shareholder resolutions, Sealaska is increasing the amount of this
proxy incentive to $50 this year only.
only
If you qualify for the incentive, you can contribute it directly to Sealaska Heritage Institute if you wish. Just mark
the appropriate box on your proxy. You may also make this contribution in the memory of someone by writing their
name in the blank.
All proxies must be received by the Independent Inspectors of Election in Juneau before 7:00 p.m. Alaska Daylight
Time, Thursday, June 21, 2007. Proxies received after that date and time will not be voted at the annual meeting
and will not be eligible for the $50 incentive. You may vote in person at the annual meeting in Anchorage, AK on
June 23, 2007 and still be eligible for the $50 incentive.
Dated: April 30, 2007

Nicole Hallingstad, Vice President and Corporate Secretary
Mailed on approximately April 30, 2007
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HOW MANY VOTES DO I HAVE?
The number of votes that you have is printed on your
proxy above the listing of nominees for the Board of
Directors. Each share of voting stock is entitled to one
vote for each director to be elected. For example, this
year four directors will be elected, so if you own 100
shares, you have 400 votes.
100 SHARES X 4 DIRECTORS TO BE ELECTED = 400 VOTES

These votes can be distributed any way you determine
among one to four nominees if you vote directed. If
you vote discretionary, you do not need to allocate your
votes. See “How to Complete Your Proxy” for more
information on completing your proxy card.

SEALASKA PROXY 2007
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HOW TO COMPLETE YOUR PROXY
Any Sealaska shareholder, regardless of the number of
shares held, who submits a valid proxy on or before June
21, 2007 or who votes in person at the annual meeting
on June 23, 2007, will receive a one-time payment of
$50, which is a special incentive to encourage voting.
Those who qualify for the $50 voting incentive may
contribute it directly to the Sealaska Heritage Institute,
if they choose to do so.

1.
■

SIGN AND DATE THE PROXY

Sealaska Corporation Proxy
Solicitation by the Board of Directors for the 2007 Annual Meeting of Shareholders

4 Steps for Filling out the Proxy
1.
2.
3.
4.

Choose one of the following 3 ways to Vote Your Proxy (Vote for Directors): Discretionary, Directed or Quorum Only.
If you decide to vote directed, allocate your votes in the spaces provided.
Choose Yes or No on Shareholder Resolutions #1, #2 and #3.
#3 Be sure to complete both sides of the proxy.
Sign and Date Your Proxy,
Proxy and mail or fax it to the Independent Inspectors of Election.

I hereby appoint as my attorneys in fact and proxies J. Tate London, Joseph Nelson, and Marjorie Young (“Proxyholders”), a majority of them, or any one of them acting in the absence of the others, with full powers of substitution, to attend the Annual Meeting of Shareholders of Sealaska Corporation to be held in Anchorage, Alaska on June 23, 2007, at 1:00 pm, and any adjournment
or postponement thereof, and to vote all of my shares of Sealaska Corporation that I could vote, with all the powers that I would possess if personally present at the meeting, all as described in
the Notice of Meeting and Proxy Statement, both dated April 30, 2007, receipt of which I acknowledge. If this proxy is signed and no specific direction is given, this proxy will be voted for the
Board of Directors’ nominees, “for” the three shareholder ballot resolutions, and at the discretion of the Proxyholders upon such other matters as may properly come before the meeting. Directors will be elected for terms ending in 2010. CAST MY VOTES IN THE MANNER INDICATED BELOW:

Vote Your Proxy (Vote for Directors)
Discretionary – Your votes will be voted for candidates on the Board of Directors’ slate. Do not allocate your votes below. The
Corporation will distribute your votes among its slate at the discretion of the Proxyholders appointed above. Be sure to sign and
date your proxy. If you wish to withhold authority to vote the discretionary proxy for one or more of the board slate nominees in
particular, cross out the name of that nominee and none of your shares will be voted for him or her. Discretionary voting does not
apply to the resolutions. Vote Yes or No on each resolution.

3

Directed – If you wish to direct specific numbers of votes to certain nominees, either within the Board of Directors’ slate or
among the listed independent nominees, write the number of votes you wish to give to each nominee next to that nominee’s name.
Vote for no more than a total of four nominees. You have four votes for every share you own. For example, if you have 100 shares,
you have 400 votes. If any of the nominees withdraws or for good cause will not serve, his or her directed votes will not be redirected to any other candidate. Vote separately on each resolution by marking the Yes or No box.

Sign your name exactly as it appears on the
proxy card.

■

Fill in minor’s name if you sign as a custodian.

■

Date the proxy the day you sign it.

2.

CONTRIBUTE YOUR $50 VOTING INCENTIVE TO
SHI, IF YOU SO DESIRE

Quorum Only – If you wish to withhold authority to vote, your proxy will be counted for quorum purposes only. If you check this
box, no nominee or resolution will receive any of your votes, unless you have also checked the discretionary voting box or cast
directed votes for a nominee or resolution.
Vote on Resolutions (See Other Side) – Mark the Yes or No box on each resolution. If you do not mark either box but have
validly signed your proxy, the vote will be counted as a “Yes” vote on any unmarked resolutions.
Vote for Directors
How Many Votes Do You Have? You have votes equal to the number of shares you own (_______) times 4, or _________ votes.
Board of Directors’ Nominees

Independent Nominees

The Board of Directors endorses the following slate of nominees. You may vote for these nominees using either discretionary voting by checking the box above or by directed voting below.
See above for the number of votes that you have. If you checked
the “Discretionary” box, you should not write in the number of
votes.

The following nominees are independent candidates. They are not endorsed by the Board of Directors. Vote Directed only. See above for the
number of votes that you have. If you checked the “Discretionary” box,
you should not write in the number of votes.

4

Nominee

■

■

3.

Check whether you want to contribute your $50
incentive payment to support the work of Sealaska
Heritage Institute.

______________
______________
______________
______________

Sign this Proxy and mail it in the enclosed
prepaid envelope to:

5

Number of Directed Votes

_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
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(Write-In Name Here)

Independent Inspectors of Election & Voting
Elgee Rehfeld Mertz, LLC
OR FAX TO:
9309 Glacier Highway, Suite B200
(907) 789-7128
Juneau, AK 99801

Indicate if you wish to make the contribution in the
memory of someone and write in their name(s).
This will be published on the SHI website and the
2008 Celebration Program Guide.

Nominee

Roxanne Banguis ............................................
Michael Lee Beasley ........................................
Carlos C. Cadiente ..........................................
Mary Marks ....................................................
Willie Micklin – Yaan Yaan Eesh .......................
Marcy Peterson ...............................................
Dominic Salvato .............................................
________________________________

Number of Directed Votes

Patrick Anderson .......................
Clarence Jackson .......................
Jackie Johnson ...........................
Jodi Mitchell .............................

Date: ____________________________________________, 2007
Signature: ____________________________________________
Print name: ___________________________________________
As custodian for: _________________________________________
(Minor’s name if applicable)

Witnesses are necessary only when a shareholder signs by marking “X.” In such case, two witnesses must sign below.
_________________________________________________ (Witness, if necessary)
_________________________________________________ (Witness, if necessary)
Please sign exactly as your name appears on the left. When signing as custodian for a minor, or as
executor, administrator, attorney, trustee or guardian, please write your full title as such.

Contribute my $50 voting incentive to
Sealaska Heritage Institute.

CHOOSE WHICH WAY YOU WOULD LIKE TO VOTE

2

Check Here
Optional – This gift is made in memory of:
______________________________________

As a Sealaska shareholder, you have the following
choices in completing your proxy:
■

4

Vote Discretionary - If you check this box, you will
cast all your votes for the Board of Directors’ nominees. You will sign over your votes to the Board,
and the proxyholders appointed by the Board will allocate them at their discretion among the nominees
on the Board’s slate to elect as many of the Board’s
nominees as possible. A proxy that is signed but
not marked will be voted discretionary. Discretionary voting does not apply to the resolutions. Vote

SEALASKA PROXY 2007
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BE SURE TO COMPLETE BOTH SIDES OF YOUR PROXY
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Yes or No on each resolution. However, if your proxy is
marked Discretionary and you do not mark Yes or No
on each resolution, your vote will be counted as a “Yes”
vote on any unmarked resolution.
■

Vote Directed - If you check this box, you may direct a
specific number of votes to one or more nominees listed
on the proxy, whether Board or independent nominees,
or to an individual whom you write on the proxy. The

■

Quorum Only - If you mark Quorum Only but you
do not vote on the resolutions, the result is the same
as voting No. This is because the voting standard
requires a specified percentage of Yes votes to pass
each resolution. If you check this box, your votes
will be counted for quorum purposes only. No
director candidate will receive any of your votes. If
you do not mark Yes or No on the resolutions, your
votes will not be cast for or against the resolutions.
If you mark Quorum Only but also mark Yes or No
on the resolutions, your vote will be counted for or
against the resolutions as you indicated.

■

Vote on Resolutions – Mark the Yes or No box on
each resolution. If you do not mark either box or
Quorum Only but have validly signed your proxy,
the vote will be counted as a “Yes” vote on any
unmarked resolution.

7
4.

ENDORSED BOARD OF DIRECTORS’ NOMINEES
These nominees are endorsed by the Sealaska Board of
Directors. You may support these nominees by checking the discretionary box or by voting directed for the
nominee(s) of your choice.

5.

INDEPENDENT NOMINEES
Sealaska’s election policies state that all qualified independent nominees may have their names listed on the
Sealaska proxy. These nominees are not endorsed by
the Board of Directors. You may vote for these nominees by writing in the number of directed votes you
wish to cast for one or more of them.

6.
election bylaws require that directed votes go only to the
nominee(s) you have indicated, even if those nominees
later withdraw. Directed votes stay with the candidate
and may not be redirected to another candidate. Vote for
no more than four (4) nominees. Be sure to vote Yes or
No on each resolution. If your proxy is marked Directed
and you do not mark Yes or No on each resolution, your
vote will be counted as a “Yes” vote on any unmarked
resolution.

WRITE-IN
Sealaska’s election rules provide a space for write-in
voting. You may write the name of any qualified nominee in the space, then indicate the number of directed
votes you cast for that nominee.

7.

VOTE ON RESOLUTIONS
Mark the Yes or No box on each resolution.

SEALASKA PROXY 2007
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DESCENDANTS RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION SUMMARY

DESCENDANTS RESOLUTION

Shareholders are asked to vote on the following resolution, the purpose of which is to issue 100 shares of life estate
stock to eligible descendants of original shareholders. The full text of the resolution proposed by the Board of Directors for a vote of the shareholders appears on page 8. The resolution will appear on your proxy card as follows:

SHAREHOLDER RESOLUTION #1: LIFE ESTATE STOCK FOR DESCENDANTS
Shall Sealaska Corporation amend its Articles of Incorporation to authorize the issuance of 100 shares of
life estate “Class D” Settlement Common Stock carrying both voting and dividend rights (excluding Section 7(j) distributions), issued in perpetual enrollment, to Natives who were born after December 18, 1971
who are: (a) 18 years of age or older; (b) one-quarter or more Alaska Native blood quantum; (c) lineal
descendants of an original Sealaska shareholder; and (d) not shareholders of another ANCSA Regional
Corporation (except by gifting or inheritance), as authorized pursuant to Section 7(g)(1) of the Alaska
Native Claims Settlement Act?
Resolution #1 will be adopted if it receives the affirmative vote of shares representing a majority of the
shares present or represented by proxy at the annual meeting.
❑ Yes

❑ No

The Board of Directors recommends a “Yes
Yes” vote.

Amendments to the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act permit shareholders to vote to enroll descendants.
Sealaska’s Board has placed this question on the ballot because the Corporation’s shareholder surveys and meetings
indicate desire among shareholders to vote on this issue.
6
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PROS AND CONS
To help shareholders decide how to vote on the descendants resolution, we have compiled the following list of Pros
and Cons for this resolution. This list does not include every possible pro and con related to the issuance of shares
to descendants, but it does cover the comments we have heard most often from shareholders.

PROS
■

■

■

■

■

■

The resolution as presented mitigates the effect of
dilution by issuing only life estate shares, only at
age 18, and only to descendants with one-quarter or
more Alaska Native blood quantum.
The new life estate shares issued to descendants
will not share in ANCSA Section 7(i) revenues, and
this helps protect the economic benefits of original
shareholders.
The resolution grants shares now, so descendants
can join the Corporation without waiting until they
are in their 40s, 50s, and maybe even 60s to receive
inherited shares.
Limiting blood quantum to one-quarter or more
Alaska Native conforms to existing ANCSA precedent for original shareholders, and reduces the
dilution impact of the new shares.
Having more shareholders contributes to Sealaska’s
strength as a Native corporation, helping protect
special Native economic benefits like sole source
contracts, and better representing our diversity supplier status.
When our leaders fought for ANCSA, they were
fighting for the benefit of all Native people, not just
their generation.

■

More of our Native people will have a say in the
company’s future through voting rights and eligibility
to serve on the board of directors.

■

Enrolling descendants into Sealaska will give our
young people another way to connect with their
Native culture and land.

■

Since 1990, shareholders have expressed a desire to
vote on this issue again. Perpetual enrollment for
descendants means the door will never close and
Sealaska will not have to vote again to issue shares to
successive generations.

CONS
■

Diluting the value of existing shares by issuing new
shares to descendants will decrease the distributions
and voting strength of current shareholders.

■

Through inheritance all shares will eventually change
hands, most likely to descendants, so there is no
need to change the system.

■

This resolution only addresses descendants with onequarter or more Alaska Native blood quantum. The
Corporation should be allowing all descendants to
enroll, regardless of their blood quantum.

■

Descendants should be given the same stock as
original shareholders, not life estate stock that
dies with the shareholder and cannot be gifted or
inherited.

■

Enrolling descendants and maintaining these additional shareholders will cost the corporation money
and staff time.

■

Adding descendants as shareholders is not fair to
existing shareholders who don’t have descendants to
take advantage of this opportunity.

■

Descendants should not have to wait until they are 18
years old to be eligible to receive their shares.

■

Shareholder descendants are already eligible for benefits such as Sealaska scholarships and internships,
and don’t need the status of being a shareholder to
participate in those programs.

■

Shareholders voted against enrolling descendants
once before on an advisory vote in 1990.

Continued on the next page
DESCENDANTS RESOLUTION
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DESCENDANTS RESOLUTION

CONTINUED

FULL TEXT OF DESCENDANTS RESOLUTION
SHAREHOLDER RESOLUTION APPROVING AMENDMENT TO ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION TO ISSUE
LIFE ESTATE SHARES TO DESCENDANTS OF ORIGINAL SHAREHOLDERS

VOTING STANDARD
Resolution # 1 will be adopted if it receives the
affirmative vote of the majority of shares present or
represented by proxy at the annual meeting. This means
that a majority of the shareholders who participate in
the annual meeting must vote YES in order for the resolution to pass.
Example: If 1,000,000 shares are present at the meeting
in person or by proxy, then a simple majority of shares
would be 50% of the shares plus one share, or 500,001
shares. In this example, it would take 500,001 shares
voting YES to pass this resolution. This is just over 50%
of all the shares that are present.
RECOMMENDATION
The board recommends a YES vote for the resolution:

❑ Yes

❑ No

■

A YES vote is in favor of the amendment proposed in
this resolution.

■

A NO vote is against the amendment proposed in
this resolution.

If your proxy is validly signed and dated and neither of
the above options is marked, the proxy will be voted
YES, for the resolution.
8
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WHEREAS, Sealaska Corporation (“Sealaska”),
established pursuant to the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act (“ANCSA”), has approximately 17,300 shareholders holding approximately 1,575,276 outstanding
original shares of Sealaska common stock; and
WHEREAS, Section 7(g)(1)(B) of ANCSA expressly
authorizes Native corporations, including Sealaska
Corporation, to amend their Articles of Incorporation
by a vote of their shareholders to authorize the issuance
of up to 100 shares of Settlement Common Stock for no
consideration, cancelable upon death, to Natives who
were born after December 18, 1971; and
WHEREAS, It is estimated by consultants who forecast population trends that there are at present approximately 12,500 descendants of original shareholders with
at least 1/4 Alaska Native blood quantum, who were born
after December 18, 1971; and
WHEREAS, Approximately 2,820 of these estimated
12,500 descendants have received shares only through
inheritance or gifts from original shareholders, and approximately 9,680 of these descendants have no Sealaska shares; and
WHEREAS, Approximately 5,500 of these estimated
12,500 descendants will be 18 years of age or older in
2007 and therefore eligible to be enrolled if this resolution is adopted; and
WHEREAS, Sealaska acknowledges that, if this resolution is adopted, new stock issued will dilute the value
of existing stock because of the increased number of
shareholders; and
WHEREAS, The ancestors, grandparents, and parents
of Sealaska’s shareholders worked to secure a land claim
settlement for their children and grandchildren and for
future generations of original shareholders in perpetuity;
and

WHEREAS, Many Sealaska shareholders have expressed a desire to vote on extending membership in
Sealaska to their descendants and the generations thereafter; and
WHEREAS, The Sealaska Corporation Board of
Directors has adopted the following resolution for a vote
of the shareholders; now therefore be it
RESOLVED, That Article IV of the Articles of Incorporation is hereby amended to add the following new
section as authorized by ANCSA Section 7(g)(1)(B):
F. Descendants’ Settlement Common Stock
1. 100 shares of life estate Descendants’ Settlement Common Stock shall be issued to Natives who:
(a) were born after December 18, 1971;
(b) are 18 years of age or older beginning June 23, 2007;
(c) are lineal descendants of an original Sealaska
shareholder (meaning a direct descendant such as a
child or grandchild);
(d) are 1/4 degree or more Alaska Indian (including Tsimshian Indians not enrolled in the Metlakatla
Indian Community), Eskimo, or Aleut blood, or
combination thereof;
(e) are United States citizens; and
(f) are not shareholders of another ANCSA Regional Corporation (except by gifting or inheritance).
2. All shares issued to descendants of original
shareholders pursuant to this section F:
(a) shall become vested only upon approval by the
Corporation of an accepted, submitted application
that is complete and valid;
(b) shall carry the same voting rights as original
Sealaska common stock;
(c) shall carry the same dividend rights as original
Sealaska common stock (excluding ANCSA Section
7(j) or 7(m) distributions), as declared in the future
by the Sealaska Board of Directors;
(d) cannot be transferred by gift or inheritance, nor
otherwise be alienable (transferable);
(e) shall be issued in perpetuity to qualified descendants of original shareholders;

(f) shall be automatically canceled without compensation upon the death of such shareholder.
and be it further
RESOLVED, That the Vice President & Corporate
Secretary is directed to prepare and cause to be filed for
the record Articles of Amendment and Restated Articles
with the Alaska Department of Commerce and Community Development in accordance with AS 10.06.510-.512
and AS 10.06.516-.518, and thereafter to implement the
foregoing resolution by causing the issuance of the stock
as stated therein, said stock to be denominated as “Class
D” shares, and the original common stock of the corporation to be denominated as Classes A, B, and C, representing Village, Urban, and At-Large respectively; and,
subject to the prior approval of the Board of Directors,
to develop rules, application documents, and procedures
consistent with this resolution.

SEALASKA PROXY 2007
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DESCENDANTS Q&A
Q: What is the voting standard for this resolution?
A: This resolution requires the affirmative Yes vote of
shares that represent a majority of the shares present
or represented by proxy at the annual meeting. This is
sometimes called a simple majority, or a majority of the
shares voted and/or marked Quorum Only for the annual
meeting.
Q: If this resolution passes, will it dilute the value of
existing shares?

Q: Why do descendants have to be one-quarter or more
Alaska Native blood quantum?
A: This blood quantum requirement conforms to existing ANCSA precedent and helps reduce the dilution
effect on distributions by limiting the number of eligible
descendants. Descendants with less than one-quarter blood quantum are still eligible to receive shares
through gifting or inheritance, as they do now.
Q: Why issue life estate stock?

A: Yes. Dilution is inevitable if this resolution passes.
See page 25 for more information on the economic
impact of issuing new descendant shares. However, the
resolution was designed by Sealaska to minimize the
economic dilution on original shareholders against many
dilution factors by not issuing shares to eligible descendants until they are 18 years old; by requiring one-quarter or more Alaska Native blood quantum; by issuing
life estate stock that will eventually cease to exist; and
by excluding shareholder descendants from sharing in
ANCSA Section 7(j) payments.

A: Life estate stock ceases to exist upon the death of
the shareholder, and therefore helps limit the eventual
number of shares issued to this category of shareholders. Since all eligible descendants will receive their own
shares as they are approved for enrollment, these shares
do not need to be inherited or gifted down.

Q: What are some benefits of passing this resolution?

Q: If a descendant already owns Sealaska shares, are
they still eligible?

A: More Native shareholders means more Native owners of the Corporation and of our ancestral lands, and
it means a stronger voice for protecting tribal economic
benefits. Younger generations of Natives can voice their
opinions on corporate business through the power of
their votes, and more shareholders become eligible to
serve as directors.

A: Yes. Owning Sealaska stock through gifting or inheritance does not affect the eligibility of a shareholder
descendant. If they meet all eligibility requirements and
are successfully enrolled, the 100 shares issued would be
in addition to any shares they already own.
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Q: Do descendant shares have voting rights?
A: Yes. Descendant shares will carry the same voting
rights as existing original shares.

Q: Can original shares still be passed by gifting and
inheritance?
A: Yes. Any original shares owned by a shareholder can
continue to be gifted or inherited, even if that shareholder received new descendant shares.

Q: How will this resolution apply to adopted children?
A: All eligible descendants must meet the biological one-quarter or more Alaska Native blood quantum
requirement. Therefore, an adopted child must be able
to prove one-quarter or more biological blood quantum
from his or her birth parents.

Q: If shares are gifted away, can they be gifted back?
Q: Can the Board revoke this resolution?
A: No. ANCSA only allows gifting laterally (to brothers
and sisters) and downward (to nieces, nephews, children, grandchildren, great-grandchildren, etc.) but does
not allow returning gifts previously made.
Q: Can shares be gifted or willed to a descendant with
less than one-quarter Alaska Native blood quantum?
A: All original shares can still be gifted or inherited.
Original shares that are gifted to, or inherited by, a
descendant of an original shareholder will remain voting
shares, as long as that descendant has any Alaska Native
blood quantum. If the original shares are passed to a
non-Native, the shares become nonvoting. If the nonvoting shares revert to Native ownership, they become
voting shares again. However, all new descendant shares
are life estate stock and cannot be gifted or inherited.

A: No. The Board of Directors cannot act on its own
to revoke this resolution if it is adopted. It would take
another vote of the shareholders to amend this resolution. Shareholders may vote in the future to change the
terms of this resolution, or to cancel it, but it will always
require a vote of the shareholders of Sealaska.
Q: Will descendants be paid for any past distributions?
A: No. If the descendants resolution passes, there are
no retroactive payments or arrearages. A descendant
must meet all eligibility requirements and submit an
application, which must be approved by the Corporation before any future payments will be made on shares
issued.
Q: Do descendants get the same payment rights?

Q: How does one apply for descendant shares?
A: Sealaska is developing an application for descendants. If this resolution is adopted, the application
will be available following the annual meeting from the
Shareholder Records department or from the Sealaska
website www.sealaska.com. It is the responsibility of
the descendant to complete and submit this application, which must be approved by the Corporation before
shares will be issued.

A: No. Descendant shares will not be paid any monies
per share under ANCSA Section 7(j), from ANCSA Section 7(i) revenues. This policy helps protect a portion of
the distributions to original shareholders against dilution
of their payments.
Q: What if a shareholder descendant is enrolled as a
descendant to another ANCSA Regional Corporation?
A: They would not be eligible as a descendant in Sealaska
Corporation, even if all other eligibility requirements
were met, unless they disenrolled from the other ANCSA
Regional Corporation. They could only own shares from
another corporation through gifting or inheritance.
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ELDERS RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION SUMMARY
Shareholders are asked to vote on the following resolution, the purpose of which is to issue 100 shares of nonvoting
life estate stock to eligible Elders, who are original shareholders aged 65 or older. The full text of the resolution
proposed by the Board of Directors for a vote of the shareholders appears on page 14. The resolution will appear on
your proxy card as follows:

SHAREHOLDER RESOLUTION #2: LIFE ESTATE STOCK FOR ELDERS
Shall Sealaska Corporation amend its Articles of Incorporation to authorize the issuance of 100 shares of
nonvoting life estate stock, “Class E” (other than Settlement Common Stock), to each original Sealaska
shareholder who: (a) was alive on December 18, 1971; (b) is living on June 23, 2007; (c) is 65 years of age or
older, or who subsequently reaches the age of 65 years; and (d) is not currently enrolled in any other ANCSA
Regional Corporation (except by gift or inheritance), or the Metlakatla Indian Community, pursuant to Section 7(g)(2) of the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act?
The Elders’ Class E life estate stock would be in addition to any shares of original Settlement Common Stock
already owned by the shareholder, and would entitle the holder to additional dividends, but not additional
voting rights nor additional Section 7(j) distributions, and would be canceled without compensation upon the
death of the shareholder.
Resolution #2 will be adopted if approved by a majority of the total voting power of the Corporation, and shall
become effective only if Resolution #1, relating to descendants, is approved by a vote of the shareholders.
❑ Yes
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❑ No

The Board of Directors recommends a “Yes
Yes” vote.

Amendments to the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act permit shareholders to vote to provide special benefits to
Elders. Sealaska’s Board has placed this question on the ballot because the Corporation’s shareholder surveys and
meetings indicate a concern among shareholders about lower distributions if descendants are issued stock. This
resolution serves to help reduce the dilution of dividends for original shareholders who are Elders.
PROS AND CONS
To help shareholders decide how to vote on the Elders resolution, we have compiled the following list of Pros and
Cons for this resolution. This list does not include every possible pro and con related to the issuance of shares to
Elders, but it does cover the comments we have heard most often from shareholders.

PROS

CONS

■

Many Elders are on fixed, limited incomes and could
benefit from the additional shares and increased
dividends they could receive.

■

Issuing new shares to Elders will further dilute the
value of existing shares and decrease the distributions to current shareholders.

■

The additional shares are being issued to original
shareholders only, so eventually this benefit will end
when the last original shareholder passes away.

■

Our Elders already receive a benefit from the Elders’
Settlement Trust when they reach age 65 and don’t
need additional shares.

■

We honor our Elders and the contributions they
make to our community; this resolution provides that
recognition at the corporate level through the benefit
of additional shares.

■

Addressing the economic impact to one portion
of shareholders but not to others is unfair to those
shareholders not receiving a benefit.

■

If descendants are enrolled, issuing additional shares
to Elders will help protect against the dilution effect
on their distributions.

The Elders resolution provides a benefit that should
be voted on separately and not be tied to the passage
of the descendants resolution.

■

Elders will still keep their original Sealaska shares
with all voting, dividend, distribution, gifting and
inheritance rights.

Elders should be given the same stock as original
shares, not life estate stock that dies with the shareholder and cannot be gifted or inherited.

■

Because Elders are already enrolled, the administration cost of these additional shares is expected to be
low.

The process of issuing and maintaining these additional shares to Elders will cost the corporation
money and staff time.

■

■

The resolution will issue nonvoting stock to Elders,
so they will enjoy an economic benefit without
changing the voting strength of other shareholders.

It is not fair to other younger shareholders that only
the Elders are treated as a special class worthy of additional benefits.

■

■

The new shares issued to Elders will not share in
ANCSA Section 7(i) revenues, and this helps protect
the economic benefits of original shareholders.

Not all shareholders will reach the age of 65 and
therefore will never see the benefits of owning these
additional shares.

■

■

■

Continued on the next page
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ELDERS RESOLUTION

CONTINUED

VOTING STANDARD

FULL TEXT OF ELDERS RESOLUTION

Resolution # 2 will be adopted if approved by a majority of the total voting power of the Corporation. This
means that no matter how many total shareholders vote,
this resolution must still achieve a YES vote of a majority of all the eligible voting shares of Sealaska. That
majority is 50% of all voting shares plus one, or 50% of
1,527,600 shares plus one. This resolution must have
763,801 shares voting YES in order to pass.

SHAREHOLDER RESOLUTION APPROVING AMENDMENT TO ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION TO ISSUE
NONVOTING LIFE ESTATE SHARES TO ORIGINAL
SHAREHOLDERS AT THE AGE OF 65

WHEREAS, Sealaska Corporation (“Sealaska”),
established pursuant to the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act (“ANCSA”), has an estimated 11,788 original
shareholders, of which 1,851 are currently 65 years of age
Example: If 1,000,000 shares are present at the meeting or older (also referred to as Elders); and
WHEREAS, Section 7(g)(2) of ANCSA expressly auin person or by proxy, it still takes 763,801 shares to vote
thorizes Native corporations, including Sealaska CorpoYES in order for it to pass. This is just over 76% of all
ration, to amend their Articles of Incorporation by a vote
the shares that are present.
of their shareholders to authorize the issuance of up
Resolution #2 will only be adopted if it passes the voting to 100 additional shares of nonvoting life estate Elders’
stock, for no consideration, cancelable upon death, to
standard, AND if Resolution #1 passes.
original Sealaska shareholders who are 65 years of age
or older or who subsequently reach the age of 65; and
WHEREAS, The Board of Directors has placed resolutions before the shareholders of Sealaska Corporation
to issue stock to descendants of original shareholders
and Leftouts, and through this resolution seeks to reduce
the negative impact on original shareholders of sharing
dividends with an increased number of shareholders; and
WHEREAS, Sealaska acknowledges that, if this resolution is adopted, new stock issued will dilute the value
RECOMMENDATION
of existing stock because of the additional shares issued
to original shareholders as they reach, or have reached,
The board recommends a YES vote for the resolution:
the age of 65; in addition to the dilution created by
enrollment of descendants of original shareholders, and
❑ Yes
❑ No
Leftouts if approved; and
WHEREAS, The Sealaska Corporation Board of
■ A YES vote is in favor of the amendment proposed in
Directors has adopted the following resolution for a vote
this resolution.
of the shareholders; now therefore be it
■ A NO vote is against the amendment proposed in
RESOLVED, That Article IV of the Articles of Incorthis resolution.
poration is hereby amended to add the following new
section as authorized by ANCSA Section 7(g)(2):
If your proxy is validly signed and dated and neither of
the above options is marked, the proxy will be voted
YES, for the resolution.
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H. Elders’ Stock
1. 100 shares of nonvoting life estate Elders’
stock (the total number of shares so issued not to
exceed 1,250,000) shall be issued to each original
Sealaska shareholder who:
(a) was alive on December 18, 1971 and are alive on
June 23, 2007;
(b) was enrolled and issued original Sealaska common stock;
(c) is 65 years of age or older, or who subsequently
reaches the age of 65; and
(d) is not currently enrolled in any other ANCSA
Regional Corporation (except by gifting or inheritance); and
(e) was not enrolled to the Metlakatla Indian Community subsequent to original enrollment in Sealaska.
2. All shares issued to original shareholders at
the age of 65 pursuant to this section H:
(a) shall become vested only upon adoption of this
resolution and after affirmation of eligibility;
(b) shall be in addition to any shares of original
Sealaska common stock already owned by the original shareholder;
(c) shall carry the same dividend rights as original
Sealaska common stock (excluding ANCSA Section
7(j) or 7(m) distributions), as declared in the future
by the Sealaska Board of Directors;
(d) shall not carry voting rights (unlike the original
voting Sealaska common stock);
(e) cannot be transferred by gift or inheritance, nor
otherwise be alienable (transferable);
(f) shall be automatically canceled without compensation upon the death of such shareholder.
and be it further

RESOLVED, That the Vice President & Corporate
Secretary is directed to prepare and cause to be filed for
the record Articles of Amendment and Restated Articles
with the Alaska Department of Commerce and Community Development in accordance with AS 10.06.510-.512
and AS 10.06.516-.518, and thereafter to implement the
foregoing resolution by causing the issuance of the stock
as stated therein, said stock to be denominated as “Class
E” shares; and, subject to the prior approval of the
Board of Directors, to develop rules, affirmation documents, and procedures consistent with this resolution;
and be it further
RESOLVED, That this Resolution, if adopted by a
sufficient vote of the Shareholders, shall become effective only if the resolution entitled “Shareholder Resolution Approving Amendment to Articles of Incorporation
to Issue Life Estate Shares to Descendants of Original
Shareholders” is also adopted by a sufficient vote of the
Shareholders at the Annual Meeting held on June 23,
2007, or any postponement or adjournment thereof.
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ELDERS Q&A
Q: What is the voting standard for this resolution?
A: This resolution requires the affirmative Yes vote of
shares that represent a majority of the total voting power
of the Corporation. This is sometimes called a super
majority, or a majority of all of the shares that are eligible to vote.
Q: Why is the Elders voting standard different?
A: The Elders voting standard is higher because it proposes the issuance of nonvoting stock in Sealaska, which
is authorized by a different section of ANCSA than the
issuance of voting stock to descendants and Leftouts.
Q: Why is Elders’ stock nonvoting?
A: The Elders stock is nonvoting because every eligible
Elder received 100 shares of Sealaska voting stock when
they originally enrolled. The new Elders’ stock does not
change or take away any rights that came with the original
stock, it only entitles Elders to receive additional dividends.
Q: Why is this resolution tied to the descendants
resolution?
A: This resolution was created to protect Elders from the
economic dilution of their distributions if descendants of
original shareholders are issued stock in Sealaska. If descendants are not enrolled, there is no economic impact,
and thus no need to issue new stock to Elders.
Q: If this resolution passes, will it dilute the value of
existing shares?
A: Yes. Dilution is inevitable if this resolution passes.
See page 25 for more information on the economic
impact of issuing new descendant and Elders shares.
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However, the resolution was designed by Sealaska to protect shareholders against many dilution factors by issuing
life estate stock that will eventually cease to exist; and by
providing that Elders shares are not eligible to receive
ANCSA Section 7(j) payments.
Q: Why issue life estate stock?
A: Life estate stock ceases to exist upon the death of
the shareholder, and therefore helps limit the eventual
number of shares issued to this category of shareholders. These Elders shares can not be gifted or inherited,
and this benefit will eventually end when the last original
Sealaska shareholder passes away.
Q: Will additional Elders shares affect existing Elder
shares?
A: No. Elders shares would be issued in addition to any
shares already owned. All the voting, dividend, distribution, inheritance and gifting rights of that original stock
remain the same.
Q: Do Elders still get the Elders’ Settlement Trust benefit?
A: Yes. All original shareholders are eligible at age 65 to
receive a one-time payment of $20 per share, for the
number of shares owned in 1991 (when the Settlement
Trust was approved by shareholders). Receiving additional
Elders shares will not affect this Settlement Trust payment.
Q: How does one apply for Elders shares?
A: If the Elders resolution passes, Sealaska will contact
original shareholders who are already age 65 or older
about receiving their additional 100 shares. Sealaska
will continue to contact Elders as they turn 65 to receive
this benefit.

LEFTOUTS RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION SUMMARY
Shareholders are asked to vote on the following resolution, the purpose of which is to issue 100 shares of life estate
stock to eligible Leftouts, those who would have been eligible to enroll in Sealaska in 1971 but did not. The full text
of the resolution proposed by the Board of Directors for a vote of the shareholders appears on page 19. The resolution will appear on your proxy card as follows:

SHAREHOLDER RESOLUTION #3: LIFE ESTATE STOCK FOR LEFTOUTS
Shall Sealaska Corporation amend its Articles of Incorporation to authorize the issuance of 100 shares of
life estate “Class L” Settlement Common Stock carrying both voting and dividend rights (excluding Section
7(j) distributions) to Alaska Natives who: (a) are citizens of the United States; (b) were born on or before
December 18, 1971; (c) were eligible to enroll in Sealaska Corporation in 1971 but were not so enrolled;
and (d) are not currently enrolled in Sealaska Corporation or any other ANCSA Regional Corporation (except by gift or inheritance), or the Metlakatla Indian Community, as authorized pursuant to Section 7(g)(1)
of the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act?
Resolution #3 will be adopted if it receives the affirmative vote of shares representing a majority of the
shares present or represented by proxy at the annual meeting, and shall become effective only if Resolution #1, relating to descendants, is approved by a vote of the shareholders.
❑ Yes

❑ No

The Board of Directors recommends a “Yes
Yes” vote.

Amendments to the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act permit shareholders to vote to enroll Leftouts. Sealaska’s
Board has placed this question on the ballot because the Corporation’s shareholder surveys and meetings indicate
desire among shareholders to vote on this issue.
Continued on the next page
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PROS AND CONS
To help shareholders decide how to vote on the Leftouts resolution, we have compiled the following list of Pros and
Cons for this resolution. This list does not include every possible argument relating to the issuance of shares to
Leftouts, but it does cover the comments we have heard most often from shareholders.

PROS

CONS

■

The new shares issued to Leftouts will not share in
ANCSA Section 7(i) revenues, and this helps protect
the economic benefits of original shareholders.

■

Issuing new shares to Leftouts will further dilute the
value of existing shares and decrease the distributions to current shareholders.

■

Issuing life estate shares to Leftouts reduces the
impact of the additional shares on existing shareholders.

■

Leftouts should be given the same stock as original
shares, not life estate stock that dies with the shareholder and cannot be gifted or inherited.

■

There is only a relatively small estimated number of
Leftouts, so allowing them to enroll will not have a
very big effect on current shareholders’ distributions
or voting strength.

■

The process of issuing and maintaining these additional shares to Leftouts will cost the corporation
money and staff time.

■

Shareholders voted against enrolling Leftouts once
before on a binding vote in 1995.

■

Leftouts have had opportunities in 1971 and again in
1976 to enroll. They should have done so then.

■

■

Since 1995, shareholders have expressed a desire to
vote on this issue again.
Leftouts have every right to be shareholders and
should be issued shares in Sealaska.

VOTING STANDARD

RECOMMENDATION

Resolution # 3 will be adopted if it receives the affirmative vote of the majority of shares present or represented
by proxy at the annual meeting. This means that a majority
of the shareholders who participated in the annual meeting must vote YES in order for the resolution to pass.

The board recommends a YES vote for the resolution:

■

A YES vote is in favor of the amendment proposed in
this resolution.

Example: If 1,000,000 shares are present at the meeting
in person or by proxy, then a simple majority of shares
would be 50% of the shares plus one share, or 500,001
shares. In this example, it would take 500,001 shares
voting YES to pass this resolution. This is just over 50%
of all the shares that are present.

■

A NO vote is against the amendment proposed in
this resolution.

Resolution #3 will only be adopted if it passes the voting
standard, AND if Resolution #1 passes.
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❑ Yes

❑ No

If your proxy is validly signed and dated and neither of
the above options is marked, the proxy will be voted
YES, for the resolution.

FULL TEXT OF LEFTOUTS RESOLUTION
SHAREHOLDER RESOLUTION APPROVING AMENDMENT TO ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION TO ISSUE
LIFE ESTATE SHARES TO ELIGIBLE NATIVES NOT
ENROLLED
WHEREAS, Sealaska Corporation (“Sealaska”),
established pursuant to the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act (“ANCSA”), has approximately 200 Alaska
Natives who were eligible for enrollment in Sealaska
Corporation in 1971 pursuant to ANCSA, but were not
so enrolled (also referred to as Leftouts); and
WHEREAS, Section 7(g)(1)(B) of ANCSA expressly
authorizes Native corporations, including Sealaska
Corporation, to amend their Articles of Incorporation
by a vote of their shareholders to authorize the issuance
of up to 100 shares of Settlement Common Stock for no
consideration, cancelable upon death, to Leftouts; and
WHEREAS, Sealaska acknowledges that, if this resolution is adopted, new stock issued will dilute the value
of existing stock because of the relatively low expected
number of Leftout enrollees; and
WHEREAS, Many Sealaska shareholders have expressed a desire to vote on extending membership in
Sealaska to Leftouts; and
WHEREAS, The Sealaska Corporation Board of
Directors has adopted the following resolution for a vote
of the shareholders; now therefore be it
RESOLVED, That Article IV of the Articles of Incorporation is hereby amended to add the following new
section as authorized by ANCSA Section 7(g)(1)(B):
G. Settlement Common Stock for Eligible Natives Not
Enrolled
1. 100 shares of life estate Settlement Common
Stock for Eligible Natives Not Enrolled shall be issued to Natives who:
(a) were born on or before December 18, 1971 and
are alive on June 23, 2007;
(b) were eligible to enroll in Sealaska Corporation
in 1971 pursuant to ANCSA Sec. 5, 43 U.S.C. §
1604, but were not so enrolled;

(c) are “Native” as defined by ANCSA Sec. 3(b), 43
U.S.C. § 1602(b); and
(d) are not currently enrolled in Sealaska Corporation, or any other ANCSA Regional Corporation
(except by gifting or inheritance), or the Metlakatla
Indian Community.
2. All shares issued to eligible Natives not
enrolled pursuant to this section G:
(a) shall become vested only upon approval by the
Corporation of a submitted and accepted application
that is complete and valid;
(b) shall carry the same voting rights as original
Sealaska common stock;
(c) shall carry the same dividend rights as original
Sealaska common stock (excluding ANCSA Section
7(j) or 7(m) distributions), as declared in the future
by the Sealaska Board of Directors;
(d) cannot be transferred by gift or inheritance, nor
otherwise be alienable (transferable);
(e) shall be automatically canceled without compensation upon the death of such shareholder.
and be it further
RESOLVED, That the Vice President & Corporate
Secretary is directed to prepare and cause to be filed for
the record Articles of Amendment and Restated Articles
with the Alaska Department of Commerce and Community Development in accordance with AS 10.06.510-.512
and AS 10.06.516-.518, and thereafter to implement the
foregoing resolution by causing the issuance of the stock
as stated therein, said stock to be denominated as “Class
L” shares; and, subject to the prior approval of the
Board of Directors, to develop rules, application documents, and procedures consistent with this resolution;
and be it further
RESOLVED, That this Resolution, if adopted by a
sufficient vote of the Shareholders, shall become effective only if the resolution entitled “Shareholder Resolution Approving Amendment to Articles of Incorporation
to Issue Life Estate Shares to Descendants of Original
Shareholders” is also adopted by a sufficient vote of the
Shareholders at the Annual Meeting held on June 23,
2007, or any postponement or adjournment thereof.
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LEFTOUTS Q&A
Q: What is the voting standard for this resolution?
A: This resolution requires the affirmative Yes vote of
shares that represent a majority of the shares present or
represented by proxy at the annual meeting. This is sometimes called a simple majority, or a majority of the shares
voted and/or marked Quorum Only for the annual meeting.
Q: If this resolution passes, will it dilute the value of
existing shares?
A: Yes. Dilution is inevitable if this resolution passes.
See page 25 for more information on the economic
impact of issuing new descendant and Leftout shares.
However, the number of Leftouts is estimated to be relatively small and is expected to have a minimal impact on
the value of shares, dividends, and distributions.
Q: Why issue life estate stock?
A: Life estate stock ceases to exist upon the death of
the shareholder, and therefore helps limit the eventual
number of shares issued to this category of shareholders.
The number of shares issued to Leftouts will be finite,
and the benefits of this entire category of shares will end
when the last Leftout passes away. An earlier vote to enroll Leftouts failed, so the Board of Directors decided to
propose issuing life estate stock in order to reduce the
overall effect of the new shares on existing shareholders.

include Leftouts stood on its own in 1995 and failed.
Tying the Leftouts resolution to the descendants resolution represents the best chance for Leftouts to finally be
included in Sealaska.
Q: Will Leftouts be paid for any past distributions?
A: No. If the Leftouts resolution passes, there are no
retroactive payments or arrearages. A Leftout must meet
all eligibility requirements and submit an application,
which must be approved by the Corporation before any
future payments will be made on shares issued.
Q: Do Leftouts get the same payment rights?
A: No. Leftouts shares will not be paid any monies per
share under ANCSA Section 7(j), from ANCSA Section
7(i) revenues. This policy helps protect a portion of the
distributions to original shareholders against dilution of
their payments.
Q: Can a Leftout be enrolled as an original shareholder
of another ANCSA Regional Corporation?
A: No. They would not be eligible as a Leftout of
Sealaska Corporation if they are enrolled as an original
shareholder, or a Leftout, of another ANCSA Regional
Corporation. If they received shares in another Regional
Corporation by gifting or inheritance, that does not
affect their ability to enroll in Sealaska as a Leftout.

Q: Do Leftouts shares have voting rights?
A: Yes. Leftout shares will carry the same voting rights
as existing original shares.
Q: Why is this resolution tied to the descendants resolution?
A: This resolution was created to extend a benefit to
Leftouts that captured the rising sentiment to settle
the issue of enrolling descendants. The resolution to
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Q: How does one apply for Leftouts shares?
A: Sealaska is developing an application for Leftouts. If
this resolution is adopted, the application will be available following the annual meeting from the Shareholder
Records department or from the Sealaska website www.
sealaska.com. It is the responsibility of the Leftout to
complete and submit this application, which must be approved by the Corporation before shares will be issued.

OTHER COMMONLY ASKED QUESTIONS
Q: Why are these resolutions coming to a vote?

Q: Will these resolutions affect scholarships?

A: The Board of Directors has been listening to shareholders for several years on these subjects, in community meetings, in focus groups, through surveys, and
by phone calls and correspondence. There has been an
increasing request to come to a decision on the issue
of enrolling shareholder descendants, to finally address
the issue of Leftouts, and to address economic concerns
among our Elders.

A: No. Shareholders and shareholder descendants are
currently eligible to apply for scholarships through the
Sealaska Heritage Institute. New shares issued under
any of the three resolutions will not affect the number,
amount, or eligibility requirements of scholarships
awarded.

Q: Why are these resolutions tied together?

A: No. Landless shareholders are those original Sealaska shareholders who enrolled from the communities
of Haines, Ketchikan, Petersburg, Tenakee Springs, and
Wrangell. The Landless shareholders are classified as
Sealaska Urban shareholders, and no new Urban shareholders can be created.

A: These three connected resolutions represent the best
solution of the Board to address the many concerns of
our shareholders. The inclusion of Leftouts has been
voted on by shareholders in the past, and did not pass
on its own. The Board recognizes this is not a perfect
package, and that no one solution will satisfy everyone.
But the Board believes this to be the best achievable
solution, which allows the inclusion of those who have
been left out of the Corporation for too long without
placing unreasonable burdens on original shareholders.
Q: Will discretionary votes be applied to these resolutions?
A: No. Discretionary votes assigned to the corporate
proxyholders will not be used to vote on the resolutions. However, if the proxy is signed and valid and the
resolutions have not been marked either Yes or No, and
the proxy is not cast as Quorum Only, the proxy will be
counted as a Yes vote for each resolution.
Q: What is the position of the Board of Directors?
A: The Sealaska Board of Directors strongly supports
all three resolutions, and encourages shareholders to
vote Yes on all three resolutions.

Q: Will these resolutions affect Landless shareholders?

Q: If new shares get issued, will they affect the calculation of ANCSA Section 7(i) or 7(j) payments?
A: No. ANCSA Section 7(i) and 7(j) payments are calculated on the number of original shareholders classified
as Urban, Village, and At-Large. If any of the three Sealaska resolutions pass, they will not increase the number
of original shareholders in any of those classes.
Q: Do these resolutions affect shareholders of the 13th
Regional Corporation?
A: No. Some Alaska Natives who have a tie to communities in Southeast Alaska ultimately enrolled to the
13th Regional Corporation. That enrollment cannot
be altered. They cannot enroll as Leftouts of Sealaska
Corporation, nor can they be considered as an original
shareholder of Sealaska by which their lineal descendants might be issued Sealaska descendant shares.
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QUESTIONS THAT APPLY TO
METLAKATLA INDIAN COMMUNITY
A brief history of the Metlakatla Indian Community is
as follows:
■

The Metlakatla Indian Community was founded
by a group of Canadian Tsimshian Indians who
migrated from British Columbia to Annette Island
in the late 1800s.

■

In 1891 the United States Congress created the Annette Island Reserve, a federal Indian Reservation for
the Canadian Tsimshian.

■

When Congress enacted ANCSA, the Metlakatla Indian Community was given the opportunity to end its
reservation status and participate in the Settlement
with Alaskan Natives. The Metlakatla Community
decided to retain its reservation status.

■

Congress did not allow the Metlakatla Indian Community to keep its reservation status and still participate
in ANCSA, in order to prevent duplication of benefits
under ANCSA and other statutes providing benefits to
Indians, either by way of allotment or reservation.
■

ANCSA section 19(a) [43 U.S.C. § 1618(a)] states:
“… This section shall not apply to the Annette
Island Reserve established by the Act of March 3,
1891 (26 Stat. 1101) and no person enrolled in the
Metlakatla Indian Community of the Annette Island
Reserve shall be eligible for benefits under this Act.”

■

ANCSA further defines a “Native” in section 3(b)
[43 U.S.C. § 1602(b)] as a citizen of the United
States who is a person one-fourth degree or more
Alaska Indian, Eskimo, or Aleut blood, or combination thereof. This definition includes Tsimshian
Indians who are not enrolled in the Metlakatla Indian
Community.

Accordingly, Tsimshian Indians enrolled in the
Metlakatla Indian Community of the Annette Island
Reserve rather than participate in ANCSA.

What does this mean in regard to the Sealaska
resolutions?
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■

Enrolled Metlakatla Indian Community members are
ineligible to qualify as either a shareholder descendant, or a Leftout, of Sealaska Corporation.

■

Any Native who was originally enrolled to Sealaska,
but left the Corporation to join the Metlakatla Indian
Community, is NOT eligible as a Leftout of Sealaska
Corporation.

■

Any Native who was eligible to enroll to Sealaska in
1971 but did not do so, because they chose instead to
become a member of the Metlakatla Indian Community, is NOT eligible as a Leftout of Sealaska Corporation.

DEFINITIONS OF TERMS
Alaska Native blood quantum
This is a person’s fraction of Alaska Native blood. It
combines all tribes of Alaska Natives and is not just
limited to Tlingit, Haida or Tsimshian.

Class C Stock
These are the existing At-Large shares of Sealaska Corporation. They constitute 315,146 shares from our total
base of 1,575,276 shares, or 20.0% of all shares.

ANCSA
The Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act, which Congress enacted effective December 18, 1971. Amendments were made to ANCSA in 1988, and are called the
“1991 Amendments” for addressing many conditions that
would have become effective in 1991. These amendments permit Native corporations to issue shares to
descendants of shareholders, to Elders, and to Leftouts.

Class D Stock
This is the designation Sealaska will use for newly issued
DESCENDANT stock. This will be voting, life estate
stock, not eligible for Section 7(i) or 7(j) monies.

ANCSA Section 7(i)
The section of ANCSA that dictates revenue sharing on
monies from sub-surface and natural resources among
ANCSA Regional Corporations.
ANCSA Section 7(j)
The section of ANCSA that dictates payments to Village
Corporations and individual shareholders out of Section
7(i) monies received by Regional Corporations.
ANCSA Section 7(m)
Another section of ANCSA that discusses Section 7(i)
and (j) revenues and payments to shareholders and Village Corporations.
Class A Stock
These are existing Village shares of Sealaska Corporation. They constitute 435,101 shares from our total base
of 1,575,276 shares, or 27.6% of all shares.
Class B Stock
These are existing Urban shares of Sealaska Corporation. They constitute 825,029 shares from our total
base of 1,575,276 shares, or 52.4% of all shares.

Class E Stock
This is the designation Sealaska will use for newly issued
ELDERS stock. This will be nonvoting, life estate stock,
not eligible for Section 7(i) or 7(j) monies.
Class L Stock
This is the designation Sealaska will use for newly issued
LEFTOUT stock. This will be voting, life estate stock,
not eligible for Section 7(i) or 7(j) monies.
Elder
An original shareholder age 65 or older. Under the
proposed Elders resolution, Elders must meet all eligibility criteria to be issued 100 shares of nonvoting life
estate stock.
Gifted Shares
Shares that a shareholder has gifted, while the shareholder is still alive, to a child, grandchild, great-grandchild, brother, sister, niece or nephew. If the recipient
has any amount of Alaska Native blood quantum, the
shares remain voting shares. If the recipient is non-Native, the shares become nonvoting shares. If the nonvoting shares revert to Native ownership, they become
voting shares again.

Continued on the next page
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Inherited Shares
Original shares that have passed to an heir or heirs upon
the death of the original shareholder, by will or testamentary disposition, or according to the Alaska statutes
governing intestate succession.

Original Shareholder
A shareholder who received stock in Sealaska pursuant
to original issue under ANCSA. Shareholders who own
stock only through gifting, inheritance, or court order
are not original shareholders.

Landless
When ANCSA was enacted in 1971, five Southeast
Alaska communities (Haines, Ketchikan, Petersburg,
Tenakee Springs, and Wrangell) were excluded from
corporation status and therefore were not granted title to
any lands. Shareholders enrolled to Sealaska from
these communities, but who are not enrolled to Village
Corporations, are called Landless and are classified as
Urban shareholders.

Perpetual Enrollment
Forever, ongoing. If the descendants resolution passes,
Sealaska will continually enroll those who meet the
eligibility requirements. In other words, there would be
no enrollment closure but rather ongoing enrollment of
qualified applicants, as future generations become qualified.

Leftout
Alaska Natives who were eligible to enroll in Sealaska
during the original open enrollment, but for some reason did not. Under the proposed Leftouts resolution,
Leftouts must meet all eligibility criteria and submit a
completed, approved application to be issued 100 shares
of voting life estate stock.
Life Estate Stock
These shares cease to exist upon the death of the owner
of the shares. They extinguish entirely, without compensation, and no further voting or distribution rights are
recognized. Life estate stock cannot be gifted or passed
by inheritance.

Quorum
The minimum number of shares that must be present in
person or by proxy in order to validate an election. This
number is usually 50% plus one of the total eligible voting shares of the Corporation.
Shareholder descendant
A person who is, by blood or adoption, the child,
grandchild, great-grandchild, etc. of an original Sealaska
shareholder. Under the proposed descendants resolution, a shareholder descendant must meet all eligibility
criteria and submit a completed, approved application to
be issued 100 shares of voting life estate stock.
Simple majority
The voting standard that allows a resolution to pass with
50% plus one share of all shares present at a meeting in
person or by proxy; this is the standard for the descendants and Leftouts resolutions.

Lineal Descendant
A person who is the child, grandchild, great-grandchild,
etc. of an original Sealaska shareholder. A lineal descendant must be able to trace a direct ancestor (parent, Super majority
grandparent, great-grandparent, etc.) as an original Seal- The voting standard that allows a resolution to pass
aska shareholder.
only if it has the support of a majority of all the eligible
voting shares of the Corporation. This standard is more
New Native
difficult to attain and applies to the Elders resolution.
Another term for shareholder descendant.
Nonvoting stock
This is a class of stock that does not carry voting rights.
The proposed new class of Elders life estate stock would
be nonvoting.
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ECONOMIC INFORMATION
Sealaska is committed to providing information on the
economic impacts of the 2007 shareholder resolutions,
and other corporate financial matters, to help shareholders cast informed votes. Please review this information
carefully.
Sources of Shareholder Distributions
Sealaska pays its shareholders from a combination of
three sources of revenue: earnings from the Permanent
Fund, earnings from Sealaska’s operations, and monies
received from ANCSA Section 7(i) revenue sharing.
Earnings from the Permanent Fund and operations are
averaged over five years. Each year the Permanent Fund
pays out up to 50% of its average earnings after inflation-proofing, and Sealaska’s operations pays out up to

35% of its five-year averaged earnings. When ANCSA
Section 7(i) monies are paid to Sealaska from other
Regional Corporations, Sealaska pays 50% of those
monies to its Urban and At-Large shareholders and to
Village Corporations. These are called ANCSA Section
7(j) payments.
Village Shareholders are paid dividends from the
Permanent Fund and operations. Urban and At-Large
shareholders are paid a combination of dividends and
payments from ANCSA Section 7(j). The combination of dividends and Section 7(j) payments are called
distributions. Sealaska also pays Section 7(j) payments
directly to Village Corporations. It is up to the
Village Corporations to decide how to use their Section
7(j) payments.

HOW SEALASKA DISTRIBUTIONS ARE CALCULATED

Permanent Fund

Operations

ANCSA Section 7(i)

Up to 50% of earnings
averaged over 5 years
after inflation proofing

Up to 35% of net earnings
averaged over 5 years

Revenue Sharing

Payments =

Dividends =
Permanent Fund +
Operations

ANCSA 7(j) monies
S hareholder

$$$$$

**** # **** # ***

S hareholder

$$$$$

Distributions

**** # **** # ***

S hareholder
**** # **** # ***

Payments

Dividends

Village Shareholders

$$$$$

At-Large Shareholders

Urban Shareholders

Village Corporations
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ECONOMIC IMPACTS OF RESOLUTIONS ON SHAREHOLDER DISTRIBUTIONS
Sealaska is using the actual dollar amounts paid in
the December 2006 distribution as an example of the
economic impact on distributions if all three shareholder
resolutions are adopted. Note that past performance
does not necessarily predict future dividends or distributions, but is provided to show the relative effect if the

resolutions had been adopted at the time of the
December 2006 distribution. Here is the December
2006 distribution as it was actually paid to Village,
Urban, and At-Large shareholders. This table also shows
the payment made from Sealaska to Village Corporations
in December.

ACTUAL DECEMBER 2006 DISTRIBUTION
Sources of
Revenue

Amount Paid
From Source

Number of Shares
Receiving Payment

Number of
Shareholders

Dollar Amount
Paid Per Share
from this Source

Permanent Fund

$3,040,283

1,575,276

17,400

$1.93

Sealaska Operations

$2,394,420

1,575,276

17,400

$1.52

ANCSA Section 7(j)

$5,337,989

1,140,596

12,599

$4.68

Paid to Urban and At-Large Shareholders = (this is the total from all revenue sources)

$8.13

Paid to Village Shareholders = (this is the total of Permanent Fund + Operations)

$3.45

Amount paid from Section 7(j) in December 2006 to Village Corporations

$2,032,915.00

Sealaska estimates the following new shares may be issued upon adoption of the resolutions (see page 28 for more
detail on estimated numbers):

Estimated number of Shareholder Descendants immediately eligible to enroll =
Estimated number of Leftouts immediately eligible to enroll =
Estimated number of Elders* receiving additional shares =

5,500 x 100 = 550,000 new shares
100 x 100 = 10,000 new shares
2,065 x 100 = 20,650 new shares

*In November 2006 Sealaska calculated the number of Elders who were currently 65 years of age or older. The number was 2,887 and Sealaska used this number to calculate the economic
impact of issuing shares to Elders on the December 2006 distribution, and used this number in its educational information. The number 2,887 included all Sealaska Elders. However, the
Elders resolution will only issue 100 additional shares to original Sealaska shareholders. The number of eligible Elders, who are original Sealaska shareholders who will have reached the age
of 65 as of June 23, 2007 is 2,065. This revised number will be applied to the December 2006 distribution table to follow.

ESTIMATED DECEMBER 2006 DISTRIBUTION IF ALL RESOLUTIONS WERE ADOPTED
The next table examines the December 2006 distribution if the three shareholder resolutions had been adopted and shares issued accordingly. The Elders are shown
in two different rows because Urban and At-Large Elders
receive distributions from all three revenue sources
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described above; Village Elders receive dividends only.
This table also calculates the real dollar amount change,
and the percent change, of the December 2006 distribution with the additional shares.

DECEMBER 2006 DISTRIBUTION IF RESOLUTIONS WERE IN PLACE
Shareholder Class

Number of Shares
Receiving Payment

Number of
Shareholders

Dollar Amount
Paid Per Share

12,599
4,801

$8.13
$3.45

Per Share Dollar
Amount Change

Per Share
Percent Change

- $1.13
- $1.13

- 13.8%
- 32.7%

+ $1.19
+ $1.19

+ 14.7%
+ 34.6%

Reminder of actual December 2006 Distribution
Urban & At-Large
Village

1,140,596
434,680

Calculation of Distributions if Additional Shares Were Issued
Urban & At-Large
Village
Descendants
Leftouts
Elders (Urban/At-Large)
Elders (Village)

1,140,596
434,680
550,000
10,000
158,500
48,000

12,599
4,801
5,500
100
1,585
480

$7.00
$2.32
$2.32
$2.32
$9.32
$4.64

All of the above figures are estimates based on the expected number of shareholders eligible for new shares in each category. These figures will change over time, because
additional descendants will become eligible to enroll; more original shareholders will reach the age of 65 and receive new shares; and some enrolled descendants, Elders, and
Leftouts will pass away, and their life estate stock will be cancelled.

ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES
One Time Expenses
Should the three resolutions be adopted in 2007, there
will be expenses associated with the issuance of new
shares. The estimated one-time enrollment expense to
cover the initial, largest group in 2007 is approximately
$569,000. This one-time expense includes human
resources, administrative, material and equipment costs.
These expenses are based upon an estimated enrollment in 2007 of 5,500 shareholder descendants and 100
Leftouts, and the issuance of 100 additional shares to an
estimated 2,065 Elders.
Costs Per Shareholder
Sealaska currently spends approximately $76.41 per
shareholder per year to maintain all shareholder records
and provide associated corporate services. This amount
is based upon the expense of human resources, administrative, material and equipment costs divided by the
number of existing shareholders. As of November 2006
the costs were $1,345,392 divided by 17,607 shareholders.
In 2007, this cost is expected to rise. In addition to the
one-time enrollment expenses, the cost of services in
2007 will increase due to the larger number of sharehold-

ers, to include the estimated 5,500 new descendants and
100 Leftouts. The total costs for 2007 are estimated to be
$1,948,380 divided by the shareholders from 2006 plus
the 5,600 new shareholders in 2007, or 23,207 shareholders. This equals $83.96 per shareholder through the
initial enrollment.
After initial enrollment, Sealaska estimates an average 386
new decendants will be eligible to enroll each year, for
the next 20 years. In 2008, the cost of services will be
approximately $1,992,437 divided by 23,593 shareholders.
This equals $84.45 per shareholder.
These estimates do not take into account the number of
shareholders that may pass away each year.
Additional Cost of Shareholder Resolutions
The Corporation is required by law to have an annual
meeting of shareholders. The additional cost of the
shareholder resolutions in 2006 and 2007 is $1,527,141.
This expense includes all informational materials and
media; surveys, studies, and focus groups; community
meetings and other outreach events; consulting and
legal fees; and the estimated increased proxy incentive
payment for 2007.
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DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION
POPULATION STUDIES
Sealaska has secured the services of population experts
to provide forecasted numbers of eligible descendants of
original shareholders. In 2002, Sealaska commissioned
a study by Dr. Jeffrey Passel called “Original Shareholders of Sealaska Corporation and Their Descendants: Estimates and Analysis”. Dr. Passel is a principal research
associate in the Center on Labor, Human Services, and
Population, Immigrant Studies Program, for the Urban
Institute in Arlington, Virginia.

Calculation of Estimated Number of Descendants
Dr. Edmonston projected the number of shareholder
descendants at the end of 2006, who possessed onequarter or more Alaska Native blood quantum, to be
approximately 12,309. This number represented descendants from the age of newborn to thirty-five years of
age. The number of shareholder descendants at the end
of 2006 who would be age 18 or older, and eligible to
enroll to Sealaska, was estimated to be 5,500.

In 2005 Sealaska hired Dr. Barry Edmonston to extend
the projections from Dr. Passel’s study, and to provide
a second independent forecast of shareholder descendants. At the time of this study, Dr. Edmonston was the
Director of the Population Research Center at Portland
State University and had conducted several studies for
Native American organizations. Dr. Edmonston is currently with the Department of Sociology at the University
of Victoria, Canada.

Sealaska is therefore estimating that the number of
shareholder descendants eligible to enroll in June 2007
to be approximately 5,500. These 5,500 descendants
were born between 1972 and 1988, would be aged 18 or
older with one-quarter Alaska Native blood quantum,
and thus eligible to enroll starting in 2007.

The full text of Dr. Edmonston’s study can be found on
our dedicated website for the shareholder resolutions,
www.oursealaska.com.
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The number of shareholder descendants eligible to
enroll after 2007 depends upon a number of factors,
including marriage, birth and death trends among Alaska
Natives. Dr. Edmonston projected the birth rate and
blood quantum of shareholder descendants turning
18 out to the year 2026. The number of shareholder

descendants estimated to be turning 18 each year beginning in 2008 averages 386. This means an estimated
386 descendants with one-quarter Alaska Native blood
quantum per year will be turning 18 and will be eligible
to enroll to Sealaska through 2026.
Calculation of Estimated Number of Elders
As of June 23, 2007, Sealaska estimates 2,065 original
shareholders will have reached the age of 65 or older.
The number of Elders who will be eligible for additional
shares in 2007 depends upon the death rates of original shareholders, so it is impossible to state exactly
how many Elders will receive additional shares in 2007.
Sealaska is estimating 2,065 Elders will receive 100
additional shares immediately if the resolution is adopted. Original shareholders currently under age 65
will receive shares as they reach that age, so additional
shares will continue to be issued for a finite period of
time after 2007.
Sealaska’s last original shareholder will turn 65 by December 18, 2036 and issuance of new Elders’ shares will
end no later than this date. The actual date this benefit
ends depends upon the life span of Sealaska’s youngest original shareholders and cannot be forecast exactly.
As original shareholders pass away, the number of new
shares issued to them as they reached age 65 will be
reduced, due to the shares’ life estate condition.
Calculation of Estimated Number of Leftouts
Sealaska estimates there to be fewer than 200 Leftouts
eligible to receive shares if the Leftouts resolution is
adopted. In 1995 the shareholders of Sealaska voted not
to enroll Leftouts. Prior to the conclusion of that vote,
189 Leftouts contacted Sealaska with their information.
Some Leftouts have likely passed away since 1995.
For the purposes of the December 2006 distribution
calculation exercise on page 27, Sealaska estimates that
approximately 100 Leftouts will enroll to Sealaska in
2007 and thereafter.

NUMBER OF SHARES TO BE ISSUED
Descendants: There is no limit on the number of shares
to be issued to this class of stock. Because enrollment
is perpetual, there is theoretically an unlimited number
of shares that can be issued to this class of shareholders.
However, because it is life estate stock, every share that
is issued will eventually be retired. The total number of
shares issued at any one time will always be limited by
the number of eligible descendants alive at that time.
Furthermore, because of the one-quarter blood quantum
requirement, it is possible that over time fewer descendants will meet the enrollment qualifications, thereby
reducing the number of shares that will be outstanding at any one time. Because of these variables, it is
not possible to accurately estimate the total number of
shares that will eventually be issued under this program.
Elders: 1,250,000 shares will be authorized for issuance
in this class of stock. Sealaska can determine with accuracy the number of original living Sealaska shareholders at any given time, but cannot forecast the number of
original shareholders who will reach the age of 65. The
number of Elders shares allows for each original Sealaska shareholder alive today to reach the age of 65 and
be issued 100 additional shares of stock.
The number of shares issued to Elders will be finite, and
the benefits of this entire category of shares will end
when the last original shareholder passes away.
Leftouts: Approximately 20,000 shares will be authorized for issuance in this class of stock. This number
of Leftouts shares allows for 200 Leftouts to be issued
100 shares of stock. Sealaska estimates that not more
than 20,000 new shares will be issued but this is only an
estimate, based upon the best information Sealaska has
about the number of surviving Leftouts.
The number of shares issued to Leftouts will be finite,
and the benefits of this entire category will end when the
last Leftout passes away.
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VOTING FOR DIRECTORS AND RESOLUTIONS
YOU HAVE A CHOICE OF WAYS TO VOTE YOUR PROXY. PLEASE READ THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION CLOSELY TO HELP YOU COMPLETE YOUR PROXY TO YOUR CHOOSING.
Discretionary Voting
If you check this box, your votes will be used to elect as
many nominees as possible among those endorsed by
the Board of Directors. Your votes can be distributed
only among the four Board of Directors’ nominees listed
on the proxy. As its name implies, discretionary voting gives Sealaska Corporation’s proxyholders maximum
flexibility for purposes of electing the greatest possible
number of Board-endorsed nominees. It also allows
Sealaska to vote your shares on other matters that may
properly come before the annual meeting.

Examples of matters that would not be proper for voting
at the meeting include, but are not limited to:

Examples of matters that may properly come before the
annual meeting include, but are not limited to:

Motions from the floor on substantive matters that
DESCENDANTS RESOLUTION
could have been included in the Notice of Meeting;

■

Procedural motions, such as changes in the agenda;

■

Advisory matters affecting the conduct of the
meeting;

■

Motions directed by rulings of the chair;

■

Other matters that arise too late to be placed on the
formal meeting notice.
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■

■

Motions that are not appropriate for shareholder action under Alaska Law;

■

Matters that have already been voted on;

■

Matters that are within the discretion of the Chair of
the Board of Directors, and not proper for a shareholder vote;

■

Matters that have been ruled out of order.

If you want the Corporation to be able to vote for the
election of as many of the Board nominees as possible, you should vote discretionary. If you want your
votes cast only for certain nominees and not others, you
should vote directed.
At the 2007 annual meeting, there will be three resolutions presented for a vote of shareholders. Discretionary
voting does not grant authority to vote on the resolutions.
Discretionary voting applies only to election of directors and to unexpected matters that properly come up
at the annual meeting. However, if your proxy is marked
Discretionary and you do not mark Yes or No on each

resolution, your vote will be counted as a “Yes” vote on
any unmarked resolution.
In the event that Sealaska does not have enough votes
to elect all four of its nominees, each Board endorsed
nominee has agreed that the proxyholders may cast the
Corporation’s discretionary votes for the remaining nominees in order to elect as many as possible. Only under
discretionary voting will the Corporation’s proxyholders
be able to assign your votes to different nominees on the
Board slate if a nominee withdraws.
Shareholders have voted on advisory resolutions in 1992,
1994, 1995 and 1997 to preserve the option of discretionary voting for those shareholders who prefer it.
Shareholders who do not wish to give discretion to the
Sealaska Corporation proxyholders can voted directed,
as described below. Independent nominees (those not
endorsed by the Board of Directors) may use discretionary voting if they provide a separate proxy. However,
independent nominees appearing on Sealaska’s proxy are
not entitled to receive discretionary votes.
Withholding Votes: If you vote discretionary, you may
withhold votes for one or more Board nominees by
crossing out or drawing a line through their name where
it is printed on the proxy. If you do this, none of your
votes will be cast for the person you crossed out.
Directed Voting
Check this box if you want to vote your shares for one or
more specific nominees. If you choose to vote directed,
the Corporation’s proxy provides several options:
■

You can direct specific numbers of votes to one or
more of the listed nominees on the Board of Directors’ slate.

■

You can direct votes to one or more of the independent nominees.

■

You can direct votes to any other combination of
nominees listed or written in on the proxy.

In 2007, the distribution of votes under any of the above
options is limited to a maximum of four (4) nominees.
Under directed voting, votes cast for any nominee who

later withdraws continue to be counted as votes for that
nominee. This applies to Sealaska’s proxy and for any
independent proxy. No directed votes will be redirected
to any other nominee. Remember, if your proxy is
marked Directed and you do not mark Yes or No on each
resolution, your vote will be counted as a “Yes” vote on
any unmarked resolution.
Quorum-Only Voting
If you mark Quorum Only but you do not vote on the
resolutions, the result is the same as voting No. This
is because the voting standard requires a specified
percentage of Yes votes to pass each resolution. If you
check this box, no nominee will receive your votes.
Your votes will be counted toward obtaining a quorum
for Sealaska to conduct annual meeting business. This
may be done if you want to withhold your votes from all
nominees.
Proxy Signed But No Box Checked
Sometimes, shareholders sign their proxy but do not
indicate how their shares should be voted. If that happens, the proxy will be voted for the Board nominees,
just as if the discretionary voting box had been checked.
The proxy will also be voted as a “Yes” vote on any
unmarked resolution.
Voting on Resolutions
You must check the “Yes” or “No” box on each of the
three shareholder resolutions on your proxy. Regardless
of whether you vote Discretionary or Directed, if you do
not mark either box but have validly signed your proxy,
the vote will be counted as a “Yes” vote on any unmarked
resolution.
Revocation of Proxy
The latest dated proxy is the one that will be counted if
you sign and submit more than one. Your earlier proxy
will be revoked if you attend, register and vote in person
at the annual meeting, or if you file a later-dated proxy
with the Independent Inspectors of Election before 7:00
p.m. Alaska Daylight Time on Thursday, June 21, 2007.
Only one proxy counts for voting incentive or prize
drawings.
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ENDORSED NOMINEES
PATRICK M. ANDERSON
Most of my adult life I’ve worked
for the benefit of Alaska Native
people—as an attorney, policy
advocate, educator, and non-profit
executive. As a board member I
concentrate my efforts on making
our Corporation an excellent business entity. I have led efforts for organizational fitness,
SBA 8(a) enterprises, and opportunities for our young
people to achieve through education and return to help
us grow and prosper. Our board works together, and
Sealaska has an excellent reputation in business and as
an advocate for our people. I ask for your support so I
can continue my work as a part of this team.

CLARENCE JACKSON, SR.
I was born and raised in my village, Kake, Alaska, and still live
there among my people. I speak
my grandparents’ language by
having lived with them—a most
precious time in my life. My
past experience helps me make
decisions for our people in Sealaska and for our heritage. Most important to me is the growth of Sealaska
as a business, and being an advocate for preserving our
heritage. Knowing you all has been a distinct joy to me
all these years. I appreciate your support again in representing all of you for another three years.
AGE: 72

AGE: 53

ADDRESS: PO Box 200, Kake, Alaska 99830.

ADDRESS: 8919 Honeysuckle Street #A, Anchorage, AK
99502.

PRINCIPAL OCCUPATION: Commercial fisherman and
charter operator.

PRINCIPAL OCCUPATION: Executive Director of
Chugachmiut, Inc.

EDUCATION: Graduated from Sheldon Jackson High
School.

EDUCATION: Princeton University, Bachelor of Arts in
public international affairs; University of Michigan Law
School, Juris Doctorate.

AFFILIATIONS: Clarence has been a member of the
Sealaska Board of Directors since 1972. In 2006, Clarence provided services to Sealaska Heritage Institute in
excess of $20,000. He is a member of the Audit Committee and Shareholder Relations Committee. Clarence
also serves as a director of Sealaska Timber Corporation
and Synergy Systems, Inc., and is a trustee of the Sealaska Heritage Institute. He serves as chair of the Institute’s
Council of Traditional Scholars.

AFFILIATIONS: Patrick has been a member of the
Sealaska Board of Directors since 1989. He is a member
of the Finance Committee and Compensation Committee. Patrick is a director of Kánaak Corporation, Nypro
Kánaak Alabama, Nypro Kánaak Guadalajara, and Sealaska Environmental Services, LLC. Patrick also serves
as co-chair of the Alaska Federation of Natives Human
Resource Committee, as a commissioner on the Alaska
Rural Justice and Law Enforcement Commission, as chair
of the Alaska Native Justice Center, and on the board of
the Alaska Native Heritage Center.
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JACKIE JOHNSON
My Tlingit name is Ku seen, I am
Lukaax.ádi from the Raven/Sockeye
House in Haines. It has been an
honor to be part of a team shaping Sealaska’s future as we move
in new directions into government
contracting, managing resources
and exploring alternative products with our timber. I
lend my experience in the federal sector to our efforts
in addressing policies to create economic opportunities
for our communities. I have grown with the Corporation
as a strong advocate of Alaskan cultures and values and
how they translate into successful, productive growth in
Alaska communities. I seek your support. Gunalchéesh.

JODI MITCHELL
My position as chief financial
officer of Inside Passage Electric
Cooperative and my service on
the Sealaska board have made me
increasingly sensitive to the needs
of shareholders. The rising costs
of living place a growing importance on shareholder jobs and dividends. I am committed to improving the quality of life for shareholders by
promoting the creation of jobs, especially in Southeast
Alaska, and by helping to ensure the prudent investment
of our resources. 2006 was a very profitable year for
Sealaska – I vow to work toward sustained growth and
shareholder opportunity. I respectfully ask for your vote.
Gunalchéesh.

AGE: 51
ADDRESS: 10242 Dale Drive, Fairfax, Virginia 22030.

AGE: 43

PRINCIPAL OCCUPATION: Executive Director of the
National Congress of American Indians.

ADDRESS: 4938 Wren Drive, Juneau, Alaska 99801.

EDUCATION: Attended Utah State University and
Snow College Utah in social work and performing arts,
and the University of Alaska Southeast in business/Tlingit language.
AFFILIATIONS: Jackie has been a member of the
Sealaska Board of Directors since 1999. She is the vice
chair of the Compensation Committee and is a member
of the Audit Committee, and the Finance Committee.
She is a director of Managed Business Solutions, LLC,
Sealaska Environmental Services, LLC and serves on the
Elders’ Settlement Trust Board of Trustees. Jackie also
serves on the board of the Leadership Conference on
Civil Rights, on the Native American National Advisory
Committee for the Boys and Girls Clubs of America, and
on the board of the National Museum of the American
Indian.

PRINCIPAL OCCUPATION: Chief Financial Officer for
the Inside Passage Electric Cooperative.
EDUCATION: University of Oregon Bachelor of Science
degree in business administration, Certified Management Accountant from the Institute of Management
Accountants.
AFFILIATIONS: Jodi has been a member of the Sealaska Board of Directors since 2006. She serves on the
Audit Committee, the Compensation Committee, and
the Finance Committee. She is also a former Sealaska
intern, former Sealaska Heritage Institute scholarship
recipient, and former Sealaska senior accountant. Jodi
is a member of the Institute of Certified Management
Accountants, chair of the Kootznoowoo Permanent
Fund Settlement Trust, a director of the Kwaan Electric
Transmission Intertie Cooperative, and a member of the
Energy Committee for Southeast Conference.
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CONTINUING DIRECTORS
SIDNEY EDENSHAW, age 43, PO Box 392, Hydaburg,
AK 99922, is the Walking Boss Dispatcher for Southeast
Stevedoring Corporation, and a commercial fisherman.
He graduated from Hydaburg High School. Sidney has
been a member of Sealaska Board of Directors since
2005. Sid serves as vice chair of the Nominations Committee, and on the Shareholder Relations Committee.
He is a director of Sealaska Timber Corporation, and
Klawock Island Dock Company (KIDCO). Sid is a member of the Hydaburg ANB Camp 6, is the vice president
of Hydaburg Cooperative Association, and serves as a
director of Haida Corporation. His term ends in 2008.
ALBERT KOOKESH, age 58, PO Box 91, Angoon, AK
99820, is a Senator, District C, Alaska State Legislature,
and owner and operator of Kootznahoo Inlet Lodge. He
has a bachelor of arts in history from Alaska Methodist
University, and a University of Washington juris doctorate. Albert has been a member of the Sealaska Board
of Directors since 1976. His daughter, Jaeleen Araujo,
is an employee of Van Ness Feldman, a Washington,
D.C. law firm that performed services in 2006 valued
in excess of $20,000 for Sealaska Corporation. Albert
is the Board Chair and ex-officio to all committees,
serves as a director of Sealaska Timber Corporation and
Klawock Island Dock Company (KIDCO), and also serves
on the Elders’ Settlement Trust Board of Trustees. He is
co-chair of the Alaska Federation of Natives, a member
of the Alaska Native Brotherhood Grand Camp executive
committee, and a director of First Alaskans Institute. His
term ends in 2009.
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J. TATE LONDON, age 45, 15301 101st Place NE, Bothell,
WA 98011, is an Assistant United States Attorney for
the Western District of Washington. He has a Bachelor
of Arts in political science from Stanford University,
and Juris Doctorate from Stanford University. Tate has
been a member of the Sealaska Board of Directors since
2005. He is a member of the Audit Committee and the
Compensation Committee. He serves on the Elders’
Settlement Trust Board of Trustees and as a director of
Synergy Systems, Inc. Tate is also the tribal liaison to
the United States Attorney’s office, is a member of the
Washington State and American Bar Associations, and
Washington Tlingit & Haida. His term ends in 2009.
ETHEL LUND, age 75, 2400 Douglas Highway, Juneau,
AK 99801, is a retired health services administrator. She
attended the Good Samaritan School of Nursing in Portland, Oregon and has an honorary doctorate degree from
the University of Alaska Anchorage School of Nursing.
Ethel has been a member of the Sealaska Board of Directors since 1988. She serves on the Audit Committee,
the Shareholder Relations Committee, and as a trustee
of the Sealaska Heritage Institute. She is also a member
of the Alaska Native Sisterhood Grand Camp executive
committee. Her term ends in 2009.
BYRON I. MALLOTT, age 64, 102 Cordova Street,
Juneau, AK 99801, is the retired President & CEO of
First Alaskans Institute. He attended Western Washington University and has an honorary doctorate degree in
humanities from the University of Alaska. He has been
a member of the Sealaska Board of Directors during two

periods, from 1972-1989 and then from 1999 to the present. Byron’s son, Anthony Mallott, is the Treasurer and
Chief Investment Officer of Sealaska Corporation. Byron
serves as chair of the Audit Committee, on the Nominations Committee, and as a director of Sealaska Timber
Corporation and Sealaska Environmental Services, LLC.
He is also a director of Alaska Air Group and director of Alaska Communications Systems, Inc. Byron is a
trustee and senior fellow of the First Alaskans Institute,
a lifetime member of the Alaska Native Brotherhood, a
trustee of Philanthropy Northwest, and a trustee of the
National Museum of the American Indian, Smithsonian
Institution. His term ends in 2008.
JOSEPH G. NELSON, age 35, PO Box 20123, Juneau, AK
99802, is the Associate Vice Provost at the University
of Alaska Southeast. He has a Bachelor of Arts in political science, and a Master of Arts in American Indian
studies, from the University of California Los Angeles,
as well as a Juris Doctorate from Loyola Law School. Joe
has been a member of the Sealaska Board of Directors
since 2003. He serves as chair of the Finance Committee and on the Shareholder Relations Committee. Joe is
a director of Synergy Systems, Inc., and Sealaska Environmental Services, LLC. He is also a director of Yak-tat
Kwaan, Inc. and a member of the Juneau Lions Club.
His term ends in 2009.
EDWARD K. THOMAS, age 65, 3540 Meander Way,
Juneau, AK 99801, is the former President of the Central Council of the Tlingit & Haida Indian Tribes of
Alaska. He earned a Bachelor of Science degree from
the University of Alaska Fairbanks and a master’s degree
in education administration from Pennsylvania State University. Ed has been a member of the Sealaska Board of
Directors since 1993 and serves as chair of the Nominations Committee, and on the Finance Committee. He
serves as a director of Nypro Kánaak Iowa, and as chair
of Sealaska Timber Corporation. Ed also serves on the
President’s Board of Advisors on Tribal Colleges and
Universities, and is a National Congress of American
Indians Alternate Vice President for the Alaska Region.
His term ends in 2008.

ROSITA WORL, age 70, 9048 Ninnis Drive, Juneau, AK
99801, is the President and a full-time employee of
Sealaska Heritage Institute and Professor of Anthropology at the University of Alaska Southeast. Sealaska Heritage Institute received financial support from Sealaska
in excess of $20,000 in 2006. Rosita has a Bachelor of
Arts in social service from Alaska Methodist University,
as well as a Master of Arts and a doctorate degree in
anthropology from Harvard University. She has been a
member of the Sealaska Board of Directors since 1987
and is currently vice chair of the Board, as well as chair
of the Shareholder Relations Committee. She serves on
the Nominations Committee and as a director of Kánaak
Corporation, Nypro Kánaak Alabama, Nypro Kánaak
Guadalajara, and Nypro Kánaak Iowa. Rosita serves
on the Alaska Conservation Foundation Native Writers
Award Subcommittee, the Smithsonian Arctic Studies
Center Exhibition Advisory Panel, the board of trustees
for the National Museum of the American Indian, as the
Native American Graves Protection Act Review Committee chair, and on the boards of the Indigenous Language
Institute and the Alaska Federation of Natives. Her term
ends in 2008.
MARJORIE YOUNG, age 73, PO Box 730, Craig, AK
99921, is the owner of Craig Bar and Liquor Store
Inc., and Thompson House Real Estate. She attended
Washington State University and Griffin Murphy Business School. Marge has been a member of the Sealaska
Board of Directors since 1979. Her son, Jerry Mackie, is
retained as a government relations consultant and provided services to Sealaska valued in excess of $20,000
in 2006. Marge serves as chair of the Compensation
Committee and on the Finance Committee. She also
serves as director of Sealaska Timber Corporation, and
Nypro Kánaak Iowa. Her term ends in 2009.
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INDEPENDENT NOMINEES
ROXANNE BANGUIS
Our leaders put an emphasis on culture
and education to prepare ourselves to
be strong people. Let me prove that I
listened to their powerful teachings to
serve you. Make your choice on the
proxy this year, directed to Roxanna “Roxanne” Banguis.
Given the opportunity, I will be able to associate my candidature as a doctorate student in Educational Leadership
with representing all of us. The leadership component of
this doctorate’s program prepared me to recognize trends.
Otherwise, we will be hanging on to businesses that do us
no good, and ignore businesses that will make us well-off.
AGE: 49
ADDRESS: 3435 Auburn Way South #31, Auburn, WA
98092.
PRINCIPAL OCCUPATION: Washington State Certified
Teacher, and candidate for doctorate degree in Educational
Leadership.
EDUCATION: Bachelor of Arts in sociology, California
State University, 1998; Master of Arts in education, Antioch University, 2004.
AFFILIATIONS: Board of Trustees member for Cabrini
Ministries 2005-2006; affiliated with Native leaders and
Elders in the Puget Sound area and with the Auburn School
District’s cultural diversity committee.
MICHAEL LEE BEASLEY
We elect Directors whose responsibilities include protection of Sealaska
share value. However, proposed 2007
resolutions will reduce and redistribute
company assets, lowering future dividends. When leaders seem richer and shareholders poorer,
why agree to reduced wealth and assets. As Sealaska
pursues profits and distributions, the shareholder seems
forgotten. I have an idea favorable to many shareholders. From 7(i) monies (unrestricted), establish an account
for shareholder development of Natural Resources, within
Southeast communities and villages. Example: timber
– sawmills / wood kilns – lumber for houses. Use lumber
to build houses on a regional scale. Included will be our
descendants, who also need homes. Seattle and Anchorage need community centers.
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AGE: 49
ADDRESS: PO Box 20289, Juneau, AK 99802.
PRINCIPAL OCCUPATION: Self-employed Traditional
Indian artist, co-owner Beasley’s Art Gallery.
EDUCATION: Juneau Douglas High School; Bachelor of
Fine Arts in metal design, University of Washington.
AFFILIATIONS: I belong to a brotherhood of Alaska
Indian Artists pursuing and promoting traditional cultural
arts in wood and metal.
CARLOS C. CADIENTE
I view Sealaska Corporation as our legacy and recognize that my experience and
outlook for the future would be an asset.
I believe I share a common desire for
employment, education, perpetuation of
cultural traditions, and our rightful place in our financial
security. I bring a determination, based on experience, to
perpetuate the vision our elders held – a secure future for
our grandchildren’s grandchildren. I have a strong record
of giving back to my community and welcome the opportunity to serve you. I will take the time to hear and represent
you. Gunalchéesh.
AGE: 57
ADDRESS: PO Box 22206, Juneau, AK 99802.
PRINCIPAL OCCUPATION: Public Safety Communications Specialist, Juneau Police Department, City and
Borough of Juneau; owner-operator of Triple C Enterprises,
which designs and builds public safety communications
infrastructure.
EDUCATION: Mount Eden High School, Hayward, California; three years of college, including the University of
Alaska Anchorage.
AFFILIATIONS: None provided.
MARY MARKS
There are many reasons to be proud
of our Corporation and I honor those
who have served our people since the
passage of ANCSA a generation ago.
Now there is a need for leadership to
guide our corporation in a new direction. I want to work in a
positive and strategic manner to develop a plan that would
redirect the high-risk portion of our portfolio away from

foreign equities into equity investments that serve and
employ our shareholders living in our traditional villages
and elsewhere. I want to make our corporation work for us!
Gunalchéesh áyá x’axwdataaní.
AGE: 43
ADDRESS: 380 South Bragaw Street #3, Anchorage,
Alaska, 99508.
PRINCIPAL OCCUPATION: Elected in April 2002 to the
Anchorage School District Board; work for Kelly Services.
EDUCATION: West Anchorage High School. Attended
the University of Alaska Southeast, University of Alaska
Anchorage, and the University of Phoenix-online.
AFFILIATIONS: Anchorage Tlingit & Haida delegate; Association of Alaska School Boards director; and a member
of the National School Boards Association and the National Indian Education Association.
WILLIE MICKLIN – YAAN YAAN EESH
I am ‘Yaan Yaan Eesh’, Tlingit, Wolf/
Brown Bear, Teikweidi, Kaats Xoots Hit,
Tantakwaan, 7-term delegate to the Tlingit
& Haida General Assembly for the San
Francisco Community; Executive Director
and COO of the Ewiiaapaayp Band of Indians and CEO and
Board Director of its federally chartered tribal corporation;
past founder, Chairman and President of Native American
Investments, Inc. I offer to shareholders my experience
and accomplishments necessary for a Board member to
improve Sealaska for shareholders. I am experienced in
finance, contract negotiations, business development, audit
and corporate governance. Please direct your votes to
Willie Micklin – Yaan Yaan Eesh. Gunalchéesh.
AGE: 49
ADDRESS: PO Box 1855, Alpine, California, 91903.
PRINCIPAL OCCUPATION: Executive Director and Chief
Operating Officer of the Ewiiaapaayp Band of Kumeyaay
Indians; and Chief Executive Officer and board member
Leaning Rock Water Corporation (federally chartered tribal
corporation of the Ewiiaayaap Tribe).
EDUCATION: Bachelor of Arts in English, University of
Washington, 1982.
AFFILIATIONS: Shareholder, 13th Regional Corporation;
lifetime member, tribal delegate, National Congress of
American Indians; tribal delegate, National Indian Gaming Association; tribal delegate, California Nations Indian
Gaming Association; tribal delegate, California Tribal
Fee-To-Trust Consortium; tribal liaison and member,
Stakeholders’ Working Group, San Diego Association of

Governments; member, Alpine Design Review Committee,
San Diego County.
MARCY PETERSON
Stewardship. What does this word
NO
mean? Literally, “…a person appointed
PHOTO
by an organization or group to superPROVIDED
vise the affairs of that group at certain
functions…”. Why am I running for the
board? It is because of this principle that I believe I can
make a difference when serving on the board of directors.
I have previous experience being a “steward” if you will,
when employed with the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) and
National Park Service (NPS) I took my position seriously,
working to protect those resources that were my responsibility. I will do the same as an elected board member.
AGE: 54
ADDRESS: 3920 Astro Circle, Anchorage, AK 99517.
PRINCIPAL OCCUPATION: Sales Consultant.
EDUCATION: Juneau Douglas High School, 1970; Finance, College of Automotive Management, 2005; Continuing education for Bachelor of Science degree, senior status.
AFFILIATIONS: Community rehabilitation and Community
Garden Project, Fairview Park, through Alaska Sales and
Service; American Finance & Insurance Professionals, applicant (passed State of Alaska boards).
DOMINIC SALVATO
It is necessary to focus my campaign for
the board of directors on the resolutions
because of the importance of their
Rejection! Vote No! We original share
holders need to know exactly how many
New Shareholders and leftouts have enrolled before we vote
on issuing more stock? Approving the resolutions before total enrollment is foolish. After 7 years of averaging $1.63 per
day in dividends, Sealaska’s Management wants us to settle
for less? Vote No! Before Sealaska Corp. issues you your
reduced check. I need all your votes to fight for the rights
of the individual Sealaska shareholder.
Contact: dominics@gci.net.
AGE: 59
ADDRESS: 3928 East 4th Avenue #4, Anchorage, AK
99508.
PRINCIPAL OCCUPATION: Writer, Self-employed.
EDUCATION: Clark College.
AFFILIATIONS: None provided.
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FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE & COMPENSATION
Sealaska Corporation is committed to providing
financial reporting that is clear and understandable.
Please refer to the 2006 annual report for detailed
financial information.
Compensation Committee
The Compensation Committee recommends compensation policies and compensation performance measures
(both annual and long-term) to the Board of Directors.
The Board of Directors approves the Corporation’s compensation objectives, policies and programs; the CEO’s
and other officers’ base salary and at-risk performance
based compensation; and evaluates the CEO’s performance.
Objectives of the Executive Performance Plan
The Compensation Committee seeks to ensure that the
Corporation’s compensation plan:
■

Aligns the economic interests of management with
those of Sealaska shareholders; the primary measures
of shareholder economic benefits are dividends paid
and the increase of the value of the company (shareholders’ equity);

■

Achieves the Corporation’s mission, strategic objectives and goals;
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■

Integrates and balances both short and long-term
goals into management’s performance;

■

Links performance-based (at-risk) compensation to
achieving predetermined performance goals; and

■

Provides competitive compensation to attract and
retain highly qualified executives.

Executive Performance Plan Summary
The Board retains an independent compensation consultant to assist the Committee in developing the performance-based executive compensation plan. Working
with the consultant, the Committee recommends the total compensation plan after review of national independent labor market studies of compensation levels paid by
comparable companies and for officers with equivalent
responsibilities, including ANCSA Regional Corporations. Sealaska adopts an executive performance plan
that includes a base salary component, plus annual and
long-term at-risk performance-based compensation.
The at-risk performance-based compensation is linked
to achieving predetermined performance goals and is
paid only if those goals are attained or exceeded. The
at-risk compensation requires minimum threshold performance before any payment is made, up to a maximum
capped amount.

Executive Performance Plan Components
■ Base Salary Component Base salary ranges were
established utilizing the median salary levels of
comparison companies, and reflect the middle of the
competitive market.
■

Minimum Threshold Component No annual at-risk
executive performance compensation is paid unless
a minimum performance threshold is achieved. This
minimum threshold is a present increase in the value
of the company, or shareholders’ equity. Shareholders’ equity must increase by an amount greater than
the 10-year US Treasury bond rate as of January 1st
of the plan year to calculate the minimum threshold
necessary to trigger the annual at-risk performancebased component for that year.

■

Annual At-Risk Performance-Based Component
Executive annual performance-based compensation is
based on levels for similar sized companies and on
the officers’ position within the corporation, individual contribution, and attaining pre-determined annual performance goals of the Corporation. Failure
to achieve goals results in the loss of part or all of
the at-risk performance compensation.

■

Long-Term At-Risk Performance-Based Component
Executive long-term performance-based compensation is based on levels for similar sized companies
and upon attaining predetermined multi-year performance goals of the Corporation. The Sealaska
long-term award program is for key executives who
influence long-term company performance. Failure
to achieve goals results in the loss of part or all of
the at-risk performance compensation.

For 2006 the free cash flow target was $8,110,159 and
Sealaska achieved $26,909,628 in free cash flow; the
Permanent Fund target was 300 basis points above indices and Sealaska achieved Permanent Fund performance
of 342 basis points above indices; the return on equity
target was 13.5% and Sealaska achieved 18.34% return on
equity; the shareholder employment target was 52% and
Sealaska achieved 58% in shareholder employment. The
performances against targets are confirmed by independent auditors.
Long-Term Performance Measures
The Board of Directors also establishes the long-term
performance measures for three-year performance periods.
The long-term performance measures incentivize
management to achieve a proper balance between longterm strategic goals and short-term returns. The longterm targets include free cash flow and Permanent Fund
performance exceeding preset indices. Long-term awards
are paid at the end of the three-year period only if free
cash flow targets and Permanent Fund performance are
achieved for that three-year period.
For the 2004 to 2006 period the long-term performance
measures were suspended by the Board of Directors.
During that period the long-term plan was under review,
and no long-term incentive payment will be made at the
end of 2006. The long-term performance measures
resumed in the 2005 to 2007 period to be vested at the
end of the calendar year 2007 and disclosed in the 2008
Proxy Statement.

Annual Performance Measures
Annually the Board of Directors establishes quantifiable measures from which to evaluate management
performance. The 2006 measures are free cash flow,
performance of the Permanent Fund against preset
benchmarks, return on equity, and percent of shareholder employment achieved. Free cash flow is a distinct
measure of financial performance and its calculation is
confirmed by independent auditors. These measures are
calculated for at-risk performance compensation only
when the minimum threshold increase in shareholders’
equity has been met for the plan year.
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SUMMARY OF COMPENSATION
Sealaska’s Board of Directors’ policy is that compensation reporting methodology provides financial reporting
transparency by aligning all compensation summaries
to the year in which the compensation was earned. The
proxy compensation report shows both the base salary
actually paid in the current year and the at-risk performance compensation earned in the current year but not
paid until the following year. The payment delay for
at-risk performance compensation occurs because the
incentive cannot be paid until the final audited numbers

are approved by the Board of Directors, which occurs in
the following year.
The following table provides information on the five
most highly compensated officers of Sealaska Corporation and its subsidiaries for the year ended December
31, 2006. All compensation was paid in 2006 except
the at-risk performance compensation, which will be
paid upon completion of the independent audit in 2007.

Base and Other Paid in 2006, and At-Risk Compensation Earned in 2006 And Paid in 2007
2006
Base Salary

2006 Annual
At-Risk Performance
Compensation (a)(b)

401(k) Compensation
(c)

All Other
Compensation (d)

Chris E. McNeil, Jr., President &
CEO, Sealaska Corporation

$ 300,000

$ 266,250

$ 22,000

$ 12,627

$ 600,877

Richard Harris, Executive Vice
President, Sealaska Corporation

$ 205,000

$ 139,728

$ 22,000

$ 18,739

$ 385,467

William Strafford, EVP & CFO,
Sealaska Corporation

$ 191,000

$ 108,488

$22,000

$18,739

$ 340,227

Doug Morris, VP & CFO
Sealaska Timber Corporation

$ 145,558

$ 82,575

$ 21,327

$ 18,648

$ 268,108

Richard Rinehart, Jr., Corporate
Controller, Sealaska Corporation

$ 130,000

$ 88,608

$ 21,861

$ 17,818

$258,287

Name & Principal Position

Total

(a) At-risk performance compensation will be paid during the year ended December 31, 2007 for corporation performance in
the year ended December 31, 2006 under Sealaska’s executive performance plan. The short-term award is paid only when a
minimum return on shareholder’s equity is met and then only when performance thresholds are met or exceeded.
(b) The long-term award is paid only when the three-year cumulative performance thresholds are met or exceeded. There was
no long-term award plan for the 2004-2006 period because it was suspended by the Board, and thus no payout in 2007. The
2005-2007 long-term award plan will be complete in 2007, and at-risk awards for that period will be disclosed in the 2008
proxy statement.
(c) Sealaska and its wholly owned subsidiaries maintain a 401(k) plan. The Corporation’s contribution is based on up to
8 percent of all eligible employees’ annual salary expense. The Corporation also matches on a dollar-for-dollar basis the first
2 to 3 percent of the employees’ contributions.
(d) All Other Compensation includes group life and health insurance premiums.
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DIRECTOR AND OFFICER COMPENSATION
Total compensation for all 35 officers and directors for the year ended December 31, 2006 was $4,929,529. The
Members of the Board of Directors receive a fee of $2,000 per month; the Chair of the Board receives an additional
$2,500 per month. In addition, each director received $750 for each day of formal board or committee meetings
he or she attended; a fee of $250 was paid for any meeting called as an informal teleconference. When there are
concurrent meetings on the same day, only a single meeting fee is paid. Each director also received the value of a
health insurance benefit of $603.15 per month.
Board Committees and Meetings
The Board of Directors currently has standing Audit, Compensation, Finance, Nominations, and Shareholder Relations committees. Ad hoc committees are called as needed. Each of the standing committees has a written charter.
The members of the committees are identified in the following table.

Director
Anderson, Patrick
Edenshaw, Sidney
Jackson, Clarence
Johnson, Jacqueline
Kookesh, Albert²
London, J. Tate
Lund, Ethel
Mallott, Byron
Mitchell, Jodi
Nelson, Joseph
Thomas, Edward
Worl, Rosita
Young, Marjorie

Audit

Compensation

Nominations

Shareholder

Chair3

X
X
X
X
X
X
Chair
X

Finance

X
X
X

X¹
X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X
X

X
Chair¹
X

X
Chair
Chair

X

Chair

X³

1-Committee assignments were renewed in August 2006 and this committee assignment began at that time.
2-Albert Kookesh, Board Chair, is ex officio on all standing committees.
3-Committee assignments were renewed in August 2006 and this committee assignment ended at that time.

The Board of Directors held 18 meetings in the year ending December 31, 2006. Each director attended at least
75% of all board and applicable committee meetings during 2006.
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BOARD COMMITTEES
Standing Committees of the Board
The Audit Committee assists the Board of Directors in
fulfilling its oversight responsibilities by reviewing the financial reporting process, the system of internal control,
the audit process, the Corporation’s process for monitoring compliance with laws and regulations, and with
the engagement and review of the performance of the
independent auditors. In connection with the December 31, 2006 financial statements, the Audit Committee
reviewed and approved the audited financial statements,
and discussed with management the quality of the accounting principles, the reasonableness of significant
judgments, and the clarity of disclosures in the financial
statements. It reviewed with the auditors the conformity
of the audited financial statements with generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP) and discussed the
auditors’ fees and independence from management and
the Corporation, as well as matters in the written disclosures and the letter from the independent auditors.
All of the members of the Audit Committee are independent directors, who are not officers or employees
of Sealaska or of any subsidiary or affiliate, nor do they
receive any compensation from the Corporation or its
affiliates except as members of the Board of Directors.
The Audit Committee held five meetings in 2006.
The Compensation Committee is described on page 38.
This committee met nine times in 2006.
The Finance Committee ensures the Board of Directors is actively involved in establishing the financial
policies of the Corporation, including investments and
acquisitions. It ensures the Board is actively involved
in establishing strategic and operational policies for use
and management of corporate lands, natural resources,
real property and compliance with environmental and
ANCSA Section 7(i) requirements. The Finance Committee met six times in 2006.
The Nominations Committee receives and investigates
applications for candidates for membership on the
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Board, and recommends the nomination of candidates
for the Board-sponsored slate. It is composed of directors who are not subject to election at the meeting for
which they make the nominations. The Nominations
Committee met once in 2006.
The Shareholder Relations Committee reviews materials,
format, times and locations for shareholder informational meetings; recommends shareholder relations and
communication strategies; provides policy direction for
the shareholder descendant initiative; makes recommendations for the annual report, newspaper publications,
website, and other shareholder communications; prioritizes and assigns amounts to corporate advocacy budgets, makes recommendations on large contribution requests; and approves major renovations to the Sealaska
Plaza Building. The Shareholder Relations Committee
is also responsible for oversight of any board-sponsored
resolutions coming before the shareholders. The Shareholder Relations Committee held 17 meetings in 2006.
Ad Hoc Committees of the Board
The Committee on Committees reviews and recommends the service of directors on each committee and
on subsidiary boards. The Committee on Committees
met once in 2006.
The Lands Committee was appointed in 2006 to establish land selection criteria for Sealaska’s final land
conveyances from the federal government still pending
under the term of the 1971 Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act. Sealaska is seeking title to these remaining
lands in a manner which recognizes the full range of
values and assets to enhance the long term economic,
social and cultural well-being of its shareholders. The
Lands Committee met three times in 2006.
The Southeast Alaska Native Economic Committee originated as the Southeast Alaska Native Summit Committee appointed by the Board in 2005. This committee
examines opportunities for the development of sustainable economies in Southeast Alaska communities. This
committee met two times in 2006.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Independent Auditors
KPMG, LLP, a nationally known firm of certified public accountants with offices in major cities around the
world, was selected by Sealaska’s Audit Committee as
the independent auditor of the Corporation beginning
2002. KPMG audited the Corporation’s consolidated
financial statements for the year ending December 31,
2006. A representative from KPMG will be present at
the annual meeting.
Principal Accounting Firm Fees
The following sets forth the aggregate fees paid for the
fiscal year ended December 31, 2006 to KPMG, the
Corporation’s current principal accounting firm for the
2006 audit.
Audit Fees
Tax Services
All other fees

$
$
$

177,406.31
73,525.00
6,000.00

Aggregate fees for all services rendered by KPMG,
LLP for the fiscal year ended December 31, 2006 were
$256,931.31.
Proxy Solicitation
The expense of preparing and mailing the notice of
meeting, proxy statement and proxy will be borne by
the Corporation. Mail solicitation of proxies may be
supplemented with telephone, electronic mail and other
electronic media, facsimile or personal solicitation of
proxies by the Corporation’s officers, employees and

nominees at no additional compensation. Radio, television and newspaper advertisements may also be used
to solicit proxies, and the Corporation may compensate
certain persons for time spent in telephoning shareholders to remind them to vote. Nominees requested to seek
proxies on behalf of the Corporation will be reimbursed
for travel and expenses only. The Corporation will also
bear the cost of certain mail solicitation by independent
nominees whose names appear on the Corporation’s
proxy. Such independent nominees shall not receive any
other reimbursement of expenses, but may incur such
expenses on their own behalf.
The Corporation makes a one-time payment to each
shareholder who submits a valid proxy by the proxy
deadline, or who attends and votes at the annual meeting. This payment has been $25 since the proxy incentive was established in approximately 1995. In 2007, to
emphasize the importance of returning your proxy and
casting your vote, the incentive payment will be $50 per
shareholder. The maximum expense to the Corporation
of this payment is approximately $842,700 but may be
less, depending upon the number of shareholders who
actually vote. This payment is an incentive to shareholders to vote, enable the Corporation to achieve a quorum
and save other proxy solicitation costs. By using proxy
incentive payments, the Corporation does not need to
use proxy workers, reduces the cost of repeated mailings, and increases shareholder participation in the
election process.
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My children are the future, this is what drives me to be involved. My parents
had this same vision when I was a child. I thank them both now for having
the foresight of being involved, of giving me a sense of self. I feel that being
a part of something, like Sealaska, gives a person a sense of pride. I will vote
for enrolling our children, brothers, sisters, cousins, etc.
Kara Mayer, shareholder

